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FROH: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORHATION 
CAMERA ••••••.•... _ Hare than 200 high school Drum Majors and Hajorettes have 
completed several days of training at the Daniel Boone 
Forest Husic Camp at Horehead State U~iversity, 
35 mm slide ••• , Taking a breather after some precision drill training are: 
Carol Moore of Covington Holmes; Kevin Estridge , WilliamstoM 
Ky.; Molly Otis, Portsmouth, Ohio and Steve Garrison of 
Blanchester, Ohio. 
More than 800 students are enrolled in this year•s music 
camp at Morehead State.. The camp closes July 5th. 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD; STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
.Area Code 606/783-3325 
. 
35 mm slide . . . . . To many students, summer school is a dirty 
word. However, this ardent young male scholar at 
Morehead State University, seen here discussing 
Plato's "Republic" with some of his classmates 
in philosophy 101, has concluded that summer 







FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
35 rnm slide •••• Pretty Shari Gobble of Lexington, North Carolina 
steps high as she takes part in precision drills 
at the Daniel Boone Forest Music Camp at Morehead 
State University. Morehead State is located in 
the rolling hills of eastern Kentucky and is 
surrounded by Daniel Boone National Forest. More 
. 
than 800 students from across the nation are 
enrolled in the annual music camp at Morehead 
State. 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA ••••• More than 200 high school drum majors and majorettes 
have completed several days of training at the Daniel 
Boone Forest Music Camp at Morehead State University. 
35 mm slide • • Taking a breather after some precision drill training 
are: Carol Moore of Covington Holmes; Kevin Estridge, 
·williamstown, Ky.; Molly Otis, Portsmouth, Ohio and 
Steve Garrison of Blanchester, Ohio. 
More than 800 students are enrolled in this year's 





FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035:1 Area Code 606/783-3325 
35 mm slide • • • .A broken leg kept Mark wood of Jeffersontown High 
School on the sidelines during precision drill 
training at Morehead State University's Daniel 
Boone Fores~ Music Camp. · Mark watches fellow 
Louisvilliahs Becky Barnard of Pleasure Ridge 
Park, Jim Tate of Jesse Stuart High in Pleasure 
I 
' Ridge Park and Larry Elbert of Jeffersontown 
' 
High. practice marching during the workshop 
at Morehead· State. More than 800 high school 
band members are on the Morehead campus for 





FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSCI:TY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
35 mm slide • • • .Debby Perry and Teresa Hess of Charlestown (Indiana) 
High School practice "leading the band" during a 
drum major workshop at Morehead State University. 
More than 800 high school students are participating 
in Morehead State's annual Daniel Boone Forest Music 
camp. 
) 
w 5 !lJ-. 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40,351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA •••.••••.. More than 200 high school drum majors and majorettes 
have completed several days of training at the 
Daniel Boone Forest Music Camp at Morehead State 
University. 
35 mm slide ••••• Practicing precision drill are: Joe Carter, Louisa; 
Betsy Elder, Pikeville; Vicki Maggard, Wurtland; 
Sherry Barker, Raceland; Sylvia Rice, catlettsburg; 
and Betty Jo Collinsworth, Boyd County. 
More than BOO students are enrolled in this year's 
music camp. The camp is under the direction of Dr. 
and Mrs. Robert V. Hawkins. Dr. Hawkins is Morehead 
State's Director of Bands. Mrs. Hawkins serves as 
her husband's administrative assistant. The camp 





FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD s·rATE UNIVERSITY I 
ANNOUNCER: A Morehead State University sophomore has placed 12th in the 
NCAA National Golf Tournament in Columbus, Ohio, Anderson, 
Indiana native Bill Spanuth was the 1970 Ohio Valley Conference 
Individual champion and holds the course record at the 
Morehead State University Golf course, Dale Greer of the MSU 
Public Information Department asked Spannuth,how it feels to 
- ' 
be ranked as the 12th best collegiate golfer in the nation? . -
TAPED INTERVIEW , {Runs approximately 2 minutes and 15 secmds) 
j FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA A national award for innovations in education was presented 
(Tuesday, July 28) to Eastern Kentucky educators during a 
conference at Morehead State University. 
FILM SIL The award was presented to the Eastern Kentucky Educational 
COLOR Development Corporation. The agency represents region seven 
of the Title III program under the u.s. Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act. The region's "Foundations for 
Educational Innovations" was named by President Nixon's 
National Advisory Council for Educational Innovation as 
one of the nation's 50 most innovative projects. The 
award was presented to the President of the Board of 
Directors of EKEDC, Orin Teater of Paintsville. Teater 
is superintendent of Paintsville Independent Schools. 
The award was presented by Dr. Mitchell Davis of Glasgow. 
Dr. Davis is chairman of the Kentucky ESEA Title III 
Advisory Council. 
The educators also heard an address by Superintendent of 
Public Instruction Wendell Butler. Butler said that the 
President and Congress are now demanding accountability 
from educators on all Federally funded programs. He 
told his audience that this means that the leadership 
role of the Department of Education must be strengthened. 
Superintendent Butler says he has called a conference of 
. ! 




leadership role of the Department of 
Education. ! 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
ANNOUNCER: Morehead State University completed its spring semester 
last Friday and is now preparing for its summer session. 
Dale Greer of Msu·· s Public Information Department discusses 
Morehead State's summer session with Director of Admissions, 
Bill Pierce: 
• TAPE IN: RUNS 2 MINUTES 
IN: "Bill, when does summer school begin?" 
OUT: ".;.with the finals being given on August 7th." 
/ 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
T~LEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
ANNOUNCER: The big alumni event of the year a·t Morehead State University is 
scheduled for this weekend. The annual alumni banquet will take 
place Saturday night at the Adron Doran University Center. Dale 
Greer of the MSU Public Information Department discusses the 
upcoming event with Director of Alumni Affairs Rondal Hart: 
TAPE IN ... RUNS 2 minutes 55 seconds 
Tape In: Cue: "The annual Morehead State University Alumni Banquet---" 
Tape Out: Cue:"-- in the ballroom of the Adron Doran University Center." 
) 
I 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS,ITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4d3Sl 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA ••••••••• More than 200 high school drum majors and majorettes 
have completed several days of training at the 
Daniel Boone Forest Music Camp at Morehead State 
University. 
35 mm slide ••••• Among those from the Lexington area taking part in 
1- t3 -7o 
the camp wer
1
e: Stephen Phelps, Danville High School; 
Sue Kelly, .Jiiis.sani.ime County; Wayne Ray, Montgomery 
I 
County; Joey Jones, Franklin County; candy Killen, 
Madison Central, and Rick Littrell of Scott County. 
i 
' 
More than so:o students are enrolled in this year's 
Daniel BoonJ Forest Music Camp at Morehead State. 
I 
The camp closes July 5th. 
VV 1-fTIV 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
FROM: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4d351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
35 rnm slide ••••• Two youngsters decided to show the big kids "how 
' 
7-t3-'iD 
it should be done" during precision drill training 
at Morehead State Unive:-sity's Daniel Boone Forest 
Music Camp. 
The "Big Kids," all from the Huntington area, are: 
Allen Smith, Joe Herbert, Mark Lycan and Mark Young 
of Barbour:v.iille·1; and Marsha Slater and Arva Reed 
of Williyam
0
us1ngn, West va. 
The two "intruders" are John and Kevin Murphy, 
sons of forjer Morehead State University football 
I 
great Howard Murphy. 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
(UNPROCESSED FILM ENCLOSED) 
FILM SIL .Over 100 high school girls are attending a week-
COLOR long cheerleading clinic at Morehead State 
(FILM OF SQUADS University. The clinic is sponsored by the 
FROM CINCINNATI American Cheerleader's Association which is 
AREA) headquartered in Leesburg, Florida. Five 
staff members of the association are conducting 
the cheerleading camp a~ Morehead State. Cheer-
leading teams from the Cincinnati area attending 
the clinic include high school squads from Mt. 
Healthy and Hillsboro, and Bracken and Grant 
County in Kentucky. The American Cheerleading 
Association conducts similar camps across the. 
nation. 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL 
COLOR 
Some 18 or ·20 publishing companies are participating 
! 
in The Kentucky Bookman's Exhibit at Morehead State 
University. On display are text books for grades 
1-12. The exhibit is designed primarily to acquaint 
' teachers with textbooks and Audio Visual Aids that 
are available to them in the classroom. Morehead State's 
school of education has a national reputation and 
graduates a large number of teachers--so it's an ideal 
location for such an exhibit. A number of school teachers 
I 
are on the Morehead State campus for graduate work this 
' 
summer. 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
I 
FILM SIL .Morehead State University golfer Bill Spannuth is 
! 
COLOR busy practicing on the MSU Golf Course for the 
upcoming NCAA national tournament at Ohio State 
University., Spannuth was the individual golf 
champion of the Ohio Valley Conference this 
spring. Besides winning the OVC crown, the 5-7, 
160 pound physical education major rewrote the 
record at the Morehead State University course 
with a blistering, nine-under-par 61. Morehead 
State golf ~oach Ed Bignon, who will accompany 
I 
Spannuth to the NCAA tournament, calls the young 
golfer "a dedicated young man with the tools 
to be great." Spannuth says his game is the 
"best its ev!'lr been." The 20 year old student 
is the first Morehead State golfer to compete 
in the NCAA tournament. 
FILM IS NOT PROCESSED 
.1 
FROM~ OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
i 
FILM SIL ••••••• One of the nationl's most popular young wildlife artists, Gene 
C!DLOR Gray, unveiled his latest work in the office of Morehead 
State University, ~~resident .AJron Doran earlier this week. 
Morehead State cobmissioned ~ray to paint the American Bald 
Eagle for use as rhe University's official symbol. MSU 
lltthihetic teams ha
1
vtong been identified as the " Eagles." 
Gray spent severa!l. weeks in the wilds of Florida studying the 
Eagle in its natuLal habitat and- months completing the 
painting from slijdes, pictures and sketches of fagles he 
observed in the field. He also spent months researching the 
bird to assure authenticity. 
I , 
on the Morehead State campus • ······A uJtt •• o<lition or ·~ thou .. : "Ptr of ' Tho I ...,.'(\ IDe so . 
Morehead State University Bald Eagle" IWio to alumni, 
studjents, fac~lty and friends of the Uoiversity 
I 
The original painting will hang 
I 
' on a " first come, first serve" Finaauing of the ' 
' project was hand1ed through the MSU 
no state funds 2 involved. 
Associ at ion and 
I 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
7 <J w l/1-:?... ) "" {7 :r /V 
ct W L{'J('-T t/ 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA • • • • A national award for innovations in education was presented 
FILM SIL . . . 
COLOR 
(Tuesday, July 28) to Eastern Kentucky educators during a 
conference at Morehead State University. 
The award was presented to the Eastern Kentucky Educational 
Development Corporation. The agency represents region seven 
of the Title III program under the U.S. Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act. The region's "Foundations for 
Educational Innovations" was named by President Nixon's 
National Advisory Council for Educational Innovation as 
one of the nation's 50 most innovative projects. The 
award was presented to the President of the Board of 
Directors of EKEDC, Orin Teater of Paintsville. Teater 
I 
is superintenden~ of Paintsville Independent Schools,. 
The award was presented by Dr. Mitchell Davis of Glasgow. 
Dr. Davis is chairman of the Kentucky ESEA Title III 
Advisory Council. 
The educators also heard an address by Superintendent of 
Public Instruction Wendell Butler. Butler said that the 
President and Congress are now demanding accountability 
from educators on all Federally funded programs. He 
told his audience that this means that the leadership 
I role of the Department of Education must be strengthened. 
Superintendent Bltler says he has called a conference of 
state educators to be held Friday (July 31) to discuss 
strengthening thl leadership role of the Department of 
Education. I 
To 2" ~~ CP'V~- ~,1r, 1-r11 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
.INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM. 
OF THE MSU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPT.) 
(INTERVIEWED BY DALE GREER 
The entire interview runs approximately 2 minutes. ·The tape can be used 
in its entirety or the 4 questions and answers can be used separately. 
QUESTION # 1. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 25 SECONDS 
GREER: "Coach Jake Hallum, with pre-season practice getting underway, 
how do you feel about your Morehead State University Eagles and 
your chances for a winning season?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, we've been preparing--" 
OUT: ---anxious to get underway." 
QUESTION # 2. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 40 SECONDS 
\ 
GREER: "Coach, you lost some key linemen by graduation. Gone are All 
Americans Dave Haverdick and Darryl Sadowski, to name a couple. 
Do you have some kids who can come in and fill these spots and ~ 
get the job done?" '· 
HALLUM: IN: "Well,· any time you have two people---" 
' 
OUT: ---great effort also." 
QUESTION # 3. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 30 SECONDS 
• GREER: "Another ·question mark is the quarterback position. Rumor has it 
that you have at least ten prospects vying. for the starting 
quarterback position. Is this trUEi?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Yes, we have--" 
OUT: "---at the quarterback position." 
QUESTION # 4. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 25 SECONDS 
GREER: 
HALLUM: 
"Now, Coach, how about your pre-season forecast for the Ohio 
Valley Conference?" I 
IN: "Well, the only thing I would say---" I . ~ . 
OUT: "as far as our conference is concerned."//// 
Doran interviewed by Dale Greer, page 2 
. , · .. 
QUES. # 3 (Time: 4:10) 
I 
GREER: You have served longer than any President of a state University 
in Kentucky, and under your leadership Morehead State University 
) 
has become a well-known institution of higher learning. Know-
ing that you are not the type of man to sit back and rest on 
your laurels, I would like to ask you--what is your ultimate 
' goal? What is-your dream for Morehead State University? 
IN: " ••• well, Dale, I'm afraid ••• " 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO~ATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
(Also enclosed is a taped int'erview with Head Coach Jake Hallum which 
could be utilized along with the film.) 
FILM SIL •.•••• Thursday was football press day at Morehead State 
COLOR University an~ Head Football Coach Jake Hallum and his 
staff showed o'ff 31 returning lettermen and a number of 
young hopefuls.. A number of Lexington athletes are· 
members of the Eagle Squad including former Henry'Clay 
standout Tommy Bryant, and Jerome Howard and Charlie 
-Sciantarelli who played their high school ball at Bryan 
Station High. Morehead players from nearby Lexington 
include Bill Cason, Bourbon County High, and Jeff Perkins 
who hails from Somerset. 
Although the Eagles have 31 lettermen returning, Coach 
Hallum needs a sound, strong-armed quarterback and some 
line replacements if ~orehead State is to be a contender 
in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Gone are All American tackle Dave Haverdick, now with 
the Detroit Lions, plus second team All American Darrel 
Sad9wski. All-OVC Quarterback Bill Marston has graduated 
and is now a graduate assistant helping with the coaching 
duties. The E
1
agles have ten outstanding quarterback prospec1 
vying for the starting job and if Morehead State can find 
a quarterback to put it all 
be one of the reet yeare in 
together for them--this could 
Eagle football history.//// 
Dear News Director: 
Enclosed is an interview with Morehead State's Director of Alumni 
Affairs, Dr. Harry Mayhew. 
Morehead State University recently consigned famed wildlife artist 
I 
Gene Gray to do a painting of~the Bald Eagle, the University's 
official symbol. A number of alumni have contacted the University 
wanting to know how to acquire a print of the painting. Since 
there are many alumni of MSU in your listening area, we hope you , 
can utilize this interview with Dr. Mayhew in which he discusses 
how to acquire a print. Prockeds from prints go toward scholar-
ships for needy students. 
Dr. Mayhew also discusses 
•• HOmecoming. 11 








(Radio & TV) 
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OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 




~-V-1"'-Jf w 1\11 a K 
VII I ,...._,._ 
TELEPHO:f'..'E: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
Enclosed is an interview with Morehead State University President 
I 
Adron Doran. Dr. Doran jdiscusses ·the new calendar year for the 
university which affects many students in your area. In answer 
to the third question, the Morehead State University President 
has some interesting comments to make on current controversies 
i 
surrounding higher education, and the future role of Morehead 
i 
State and all colleges and universities. . I 
We hope you can make us~ of this interview in some way. 
I 
(Dr. Doran is interviewed by Dale Greer of the 
MSU Public Information Dept.) 
QUES. #I: (Time 3:10) 
GREER: Morehead state University is initiating a new calendar year 
with the fall semester beginning much earlier than usual and 
ending before Chris~mas. President Doran, why did Morehead 
State University decide to adopt this new schedule and when 
does the fall term ~egin? 
OUT: "When we have done t;his, •: , ••. ,. 
QUES. # 2: (Time: 50 Sec.) 
GREER: Perhaps there are some individuals who planned to enroll at 
Morehead State University for the fall semester but were not 
aware that registration would begin August 24. Is there still· 
time for a student to be admitted to Morehead State University 
for the fall semester? 
i 
IN: " •• well, Dale, of course ••••• " 
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FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
' MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 I . . 
(Unprocessed color film enclosed) 
I 
FILM SIL •••••••• "Folk" Dance ,enthusiasts from almost every state east 
COLOR of the Missis'sippi have invaded· Morehead State 
University for the annual "folk dance" institute. 
Shirley Durham of Louisville and M. G. Karsner of 
Bowling Green are co-directors of the institute \~hich 
has been held on the MSU campus since 1958. The 
participants, who are primarily teachers and recreation 
leaders, spend almost 11 hours a day learning and 
practicing all types of dances. The group doesn't 
limit itself !to square dancing but also learns the 
I 
·art of round and international folk dancing. The 
participants range in age· from 11 to 80 but there's 
no "generation gap" here. Everybody has a good time, 
and the kids learn that it's pretty hard to keep up 
with some of the "Old Timers." The institute at 
Morehead State ends Saturday morning. 
. . 
I 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
' MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
I 
(UNPROCESSED 16 MM COLOR FILM ENCLOSED) 
FILM SIL • • • Elementary scholl children from University Breckinridge 
COLOR School on the MJrehead State University campus were 
treated to a prJduction of skits and sh~rt plays 
I 
Friday. The skits and plays were produced by 
elementary art lducation students at Morehead State. 
I The plays were performed on the outdoor sculpture 
court of MSU's Jlaypool-Young Art Building. The 
college studentJ wore costumes and masks which 
they designed add made in class. Assistant Pro-
1 
_; fessor of Art, Don Young says the purpose of the 
performances waJ to give the elementary education 
students experijnce in children's productions, 
making of costujes and masks for use in the 
classroom, and Jdapting children's stories to 
dramatization. The college students were also 
making a study of the reaction of children to 
various presentjtions. The reactions of the kids 
I 
varied from feat when the "Indians" did their war 
dance to happy Jxuberance when "Chicken Little," 
"Ducky Lucky," jTurkey Lurky" and "Foxy Loxy" 
re-enacted the reat tragedy of the "falling sky." 
) 
1'1//-~--1 v) W.SfiL..- IV 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
' MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
(Unprocessed color fil~ enclosed) 
FILM SIL •••••••• "Folk" Dance enthusiasts from almost every state east 
COLOR 
%-;o- 7D 
of the Mississippi have invaded Morehead State 
University fjr the annual "folk dance" institute. 
Shirley Durhjm of Louisville and M. G. Karsner of 
. I 
Bowling Green are co-directors of the institute which 
I 
has been held on the MSU campus since 1958. The 
participantoj who are pri~rily t~chm and recreation 
leaders, spend almost 11 hours a day learning and 
I 
practicing all types of dances. The group doesn't 
limit itself to square dancing but also learns the 
art of round and international folk dancing. The 
participants range in age from 11 to 80 but there's 
no "generation gap" here. Everybody has a good time, 
and the kids learn that it's pretty hard to keep up 
with some of the "Old Timers." The institute at 
Morehead State ends Saturday morning. 
) 
I 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO TION 
' I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code-606/783-3325 
FILM SIL Degrees were! awarded to 336 candidates at Morehead 
State Univelsity's Summer Commencement exercises. 
(Thursday, 1~ly 6) Deputy Commissioner of Finance 
and Budget D1rector of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
COLOR 
Lawrence E. Forgy, Jr., delivered the commencement 
address. Forgy, who is only 31 years of age, 
discussed tlle "generation gap." Participating 
in his last summer commencement at Morehead State 
was Dr. Warren c. Lappin, Dean of the Faculty and 
Vice Presid~t for Academic-Affairs. Dean Lappin, 
I - -,"-
who has serv~!!__a_'l_. a member of the~lty 
since 1923, is retiring. 
at MSU 
Bachelor's degrees were awarded to 225 candidates, 
I master's degrees to 106 candidates and the associate 
degree to fJve candidates./// 
J 
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FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFOJTION 
yv fVI.:J 1 
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I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
Dear News Director: 
Enclosed is an interviel with Morehead State University President 
Adron Doran. Dr. Doran discusses the new calendar year for the 
university which affects many students in your area. In answer 
to the third question, Jhe Morehead State University President 
has some interesting coJments to make on current controversies 
surrounding higher educJtion, and the future role of Morehead 
State and all colleges Jnd universities. 
We hope you can make usl of this interview in some way. 
(Dr. Doran is inteJviewed by Dale Greer of the 
MSU Public Inforlmation Dept.) 
QUES. #I·: (Time 3: 10) 
GREER: 
OUT: 




Morehead state University is initiating a new calendar year 
with the fall semesJer beginning much earlier than usual and 
ending before ChrisJmas. President Doran, why did Morehead 
State University dedide to adopt this new schedule and when 
does the fall term Jegin? 
"When we have done jhis, •; •• ,." 
(Time: 50 Sec.) 
Perhaps there are some individuals who planned to enroll at 
Morehead State UnivJrsity for the fall semester but were not 
aware that registraJion would begin August 24. Is there still 
time for a student Jo be admitted to Morehead State University 
for the fall semestJr? 
" •• well, Dale, of cdurse ••••• " 
" •• on August 24.'!." 
'More) 
Dr. Doran interviewed by Dale 
I 
G;reer, page 2 
QUES. # 3 (Time: 4:10) 
GREER: You have served longer than any President of a state University 
I 
in Kentucky, and under your leadership Morehead State University 
has become a well-kJown institution of higher learning. Know-
1 ing that you are not the type of man to sit back and rest on 
your laurels, I wouJd like to ask you--what is your ultimate 
goal? What is your dream for Morehead State University? 
IN: 11 ••• well, Dale, r•m afraid ... 11 
OUT: " ••• emerges as are ional university in Eastern Kentucky."//// 
) 
'' ... 








Area Code 606/783-3325 
(Also enclosed is a taped inuerview with Head Coach Jake Hallum which 
could be utilizeq along wit1 the film.) 
FILM SIL •••••• Thursday was football press day at Morehead State 
I 
COLOR University and Head Football Coach Jake Hallum and his 
staff showed dff 31 returning lettermen and a number of 
I young hopefuls. A number of Lexington athletes are 
members of thJ Eagle Squad including former HenrylClay 
I . 
standout Tomml Bryant, and Jerome Howard and Charlie 
Sciantarelli lho played th~ir high school ball at Bryan 
Station High. Morehead players from nearby Lexington 
include Bill Cason, Bourbon County High, and Jeff Perkins 
who hails froj Somerset. 
I 
Although the Eagles have 31 lettermen returning, Coach 
I Hallum needs a sound, strong-armed quarterback and some 
line replacemJnts if Morehead State is to be a contender 
in the Ohio Vjlley Conference. 
Gone are All ~erican tackle Dave Haverdick, now with 
the Detroit Lions, plus second team All American Darrel 
Sadowski. Ali-ovc Quarterback Bill Marston has graduated 
and is now a Jraduate assistant helping with the coaching 
I 
duties. The Eagles have ten outstanding quarterback prospect 
vying for the starting job and if Morehead State can find 
a quarterback to put it all 
be one of the best years in 
together for them--this could 






FROM: OFFICE10F SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
I I 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
. INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM. (INTERVIEWED BY DALE GREER 
I 
OF THE MSU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPT.) 
The entire .interview runs approfimately 2 minutes. The tape can be used 
in its entirety or the 4 questions and answers can be used separately. 
QUESTION # 1. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 25 SECONDS 
GREER: "Coach Jake Hallum, with pre-season practice getting underway, 
' how do_you feel about:your Morehead State University Eagles and 
' 
your chances for a wihning season?" --- ·---·-
' 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, we've been kreparing--" 
I OUT: ---anxious to get underway." 
I 
QUESTION # 2. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 40 SECONDS 
I 
I . 
GREER: "Coach, you lost some, key linemen by graduation. Gone are All 
Americans Dave Haverd~ck and Darryl Sadowski, to name a couple. 
Do you have some kids who can come in and fill these spots and 
I 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, any time you have two people---" 
aliso." OUT: ---great effort 
I 
QUESTION # 3. RUNS APPROXIMATE,LY 30 SECONDS 
I 
"Another question mark is the quarterback position. 
get the job done?" 
GREER: Rumor has it 
that you have at leas't ten prospects vying for the starting 
quarterback position·' • Is this true?" 
HALLUM: IN: .. "Yes, we have--" 
OUT: "---at the quarteJ:'back position." 




"Now, Coach, how about your pre-season forecast for the Ohio 
Valley Conference?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, the only t~ing I would 
our conference is concerned."//// 
say---" 
.·· 
OUT: "as far as 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ' 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
I 
TELEPHONE: 
' Area .Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL 
COLOR 
The campus of . . . . Morehead 
State University was crowded 
1. 
SU·~tcase 
toting students Sunday and 
with cars and 
Monday as students arrived for the fall semester. 
Registration begin today (Monday, Aug. 24) and 
classes begin Thlrsday (Aug; 27). Well over 
I 
6 thousand students are expected to enroll before 
I 
classes begin. This is the first semester for 
I 
Morehead State's new calendar year. Classes are 
beginning much eallier than usual and the fall 
semester will end on December 19 before the 
Christmas break. Despite the shorter summer 
vacation, the students generally seemed happy to 





life. 1The social activities at Morehead 
be kickkd off Thursday night when famed· 
i 
Charles I presents a concert for the 












FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS~TY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403Sl 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
35 mm slide .••• The all-purpose room of the Laughlin Health 
Building jt Morehead State University was 
packed wijh students today as registration 
for the flll semester continued. More than 
I 
6 thousand students are expected to enroll. 
The exact number of students has not been 
determined yet, but the largest freshman 
. I . f class ~n the h~story o Morehead State 
assembled Monday for orientation and heard 
President Adrpn Doran discuss institutional 
goals and objectives • 
J 
FROM: 
w l-ilt5 I 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSiiTY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
(UNPROCESSED SILENT FILM OF RON AT PRACTICE IS ENCLOSED) 
I 
CAMERA ••••••• Morehead State University had its first football All-
American in a'n~er of years last season in tackle 
Dave Haverdick. Haverdick is now with the Detroit 
Lions, but another MSU footballer is shooting for 
the coveted All-lmerica honor this season. 
FILM SIL ••• Morehead State's prime candidate for Little All-
COLOR America honors this season is former Louisville 
Thomas Jefferson star Ron Gathright. The 6'3, 
200 pounder arrived at MSU in 1968 to play foot-
ball but he gave up the sport to concentrate on 
basketball. Gathright was an all-state performer 
in both sports al Thomas Jefferson High. Last 
•eason he decid-r to return to the gridiron. He 
was switched from fullback to defensive end. 
I 
Gathright's coaches and pro-scouts were amazed at 
hie quick maete'f of the """ poeition. The 
Louisvillian became the first Morehead State 
athlete in reconr hietory to be named to the All-






FILM SIL . . 
COLOR 
Ron, who is marr'ed to the former Sandra Hunter, is 
the son of Mr. d Mrs. Fred Gathright of Armsmeare 
Avenue in Louisvrl·ne. . 
Ron is aiming at a career in the pro-ranks and his 
coaches and a number of pro-scouts think he has a 
good chance of 4--iog it. Morehead State•e defeneive 
backfield coach,l Larry Marmie, says "Ron Gathright 
will show everyo e this year that he is one of the 




OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSiiY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351: 
I 
g-,;L&-70 1/tJ J-p 
TELEPHONE W /< j f 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
••• Registration for the fall semester was held earlier this 
k hd lt.. 1 wee at More ea Sta e Un~vers~ty. Every col ege student 
dreads the rigors ~f registration •• and you hear many 
complaints about bhe ordeal of signing up for classes. 
FILM SIL Many of the MorehJad State students were embarrassed and 
COLOR 
I 
a little ashamed for fretting about registration when they 
saw Mike Barnard df Mount Sterling breezing through the 
lines to register.! 
I 
Mike, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Barnard, 202 Sterling 
I 
Ave., Mount Sterling, has been blind since birth. He 
graduated from Molnt Sterling High School in 1970 and 
I 
is beginning his freshman year at Morehead State. Mike, 
I 
who plays the trumpet and piano, will major in music at 
MSU. 
Mike may not have sight in his eyes but he actually "sees" 
He memorized the Morehead better than the a~erage person. 
only two days and he has already made many 
I 
of his uncanny ability to remember voices 
State campus in 
friends because 
and names. 
Mike's best friend is his guide dog "Brooks." "Brooks" is 
I 
his master's loyal companion and he shares Mike's room 
' 
in Alumni Tower, l men's dorm on the Morehead State campus. 
One administrativL official at MSU remarked, "We'd like to 
have many more sttdents like Mike. His intelligence and 
courage make him L inspiration to everyone on campus." 
• 
' 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4b3Sl Area Code 606/783-3325 
Morehead State University, the City of Morehead and Rowan 
County will nb•arve Adron Duran Appreoiatinn Day tomnrrow to •alut. 
the Dean of Kentucky's actile coliliege presidents. The public is 
invited to a reception and presentation of resolutions and proclama-
tions at 10:30 a.m. tomorroi in the Adr~n Doran University Center. 
*******[*********************** 
Morehead and Rowan County will join with Morehead State University 
tomorrow in observing Adron boran Appreciation Day. Morehead Mayor 
William Layne and Rowan Coujty Judge Ott Caldwell are issuing a joint 
I . 
proclamation designating "Adron Doran Day" in Morehead and Rowan County 
to honor Dr. Doran on his bJrthday for 16 years of service to MSU. The 
public is invited to a receJtion at 10:30 tomorrow morning in the Adron 
Duran univeraity Center. ] 
*** !************************** 
The public is invited to attend a reception at 10:30 tomorrow 
I · · h d morning in the Adron Doran Un~vers~ty Center on the More ea State 
University Campus in honor df MSU President Adron Doran. Dr. Doran 
will be saluted for 16 yearJ of service to Morehead State. Morehead 
Mayor William Layne and RowJn County Judge Ott Caldwell are issuing 
a joint proclamation designJting tomorrow "Adron Doran Day." Also 
scheduled is a special presJntation from Governor Louie B. Nunn. The 
program will begin at 10:30 tomorrow morning in the Adron Doran 
University Center. 
I 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI-TY TELEPHONE: 
FROM: . J' 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
(;nterview with Dr. Harry MayJew, Director of Alumni Affairs. Interview 
may be used in its entirety o
1
r questions may be used individually.) 
ENTIRE ENTERVIEW RUNS ~· MIN. 310 SECONDS 
QUESTION #l. Runs: 45 Seconjs 
I . 
GREER: "We are speaking witn Dr. Harry Mayhew, Director of Alumni Affairs 
. I 
at Morehead State Unfversity. Harry, I understand the University 
now has an official s;ymbol. Can you tell us about this?" 
I 
MAYHEW: IN CUE : "I would be happy to Dale----" 
OUT CUE: "--~-which ~will become collector's items in the very 
near future. " 
I 
QUESTION #2. Runs: 30 Seconds 
GREER: "How can one go abouJ acquiring a print of the "Eagle"? 
MAYHEW: IN CUE: "Anyone in Jeres ted in ,securing a print of the---" 
OUT CUE: "---in neeJ of financial assistance to attend the 
University .I" 
I 
QUESTION #3. Runs: 40 Seconds 
GREER: "Can you describe thl painting a little more in detail?" 
I 
MAYHEW: IN CUE: "The painting is truly a work of art---" 
I 
I 
OUT CUE: "---will also sign prints for any individual." 
QUESTION #4. Runs: l Minute 35 Seconds 
GREER: 
MAYHEW: 
"Harry, let's change the subject now. The event that alumni 
and friends of/Morehead State always look forward to is 
I 
Homecoming. Homecoming 1970 is scheduled for October 23rd 
I 
and 24th. Can you tell us what festivities are planned for 
I 
homecoming this year?" 
IN CUE: "Alumni an~ friends will be especially interested--" 
OUT CUE: "Director bf Alumni Affairs of Morehead State University. 
• 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS!ITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA •••••• Bouncing cheerleaders, strutting bandsmen and 
aspiring altists have invaded the Morehead 
State Unij~raity oampua for the annual Daniel 
Boone Forejt Music Camp. 
FILM SIL ••••• Among the kajorettes and drum majors from across 
COLOR the oount, Who partioipated in aeveral daya of 
(FILM FEATURES training were Gaylyn Helfenberger and Beth Taylor 
2 Lexington Giris) I 
of Henry C~ay High School. The two Lexington 
lasses were among 250 drum majors and majorettes 
'h . I d · t t · · · · d · 11 w o rece1ve 1ns rue 1on 1n prec1s1on r1 , 
twirling ld dance routines. The band camp 
is directek by Dr. and Mrs. Robert Hawkins. 
Dr. Hawkint ia Morehead State Univeraity•a 
Director or Bands. Mrs. Hawkins serves as 
her husbana's administrative assistant. More 
I 
than BOO s~udents are expected on the Morehead 
campus before the camp ends on July the 25th • 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
35 mm slide •••••• One of the few bright spots for Morehead State University 
(Kentucky) in their 17-7 loss at the hands of Marshall 
University last weekend was a former Toledo~owshe 
I Q~~~ir~ack 
football stantlout, Freshmmn1Dave .-.. ~~ · aetzke 
entered the glme after an injury to starting quarterback 
Buck Donley,] Freshmen are allowed to play varsity ball 
in the Ohio Ialley Conference-but its a big challenge for 
an 18 year old to take over the reins of a Universit~ 
football tea1~ especially against a team that is llexpected 
to be one of lhe top independent teams in the nation. 
Shaetzke, of Glenview Ave in Toledo, passed for Morehead 
State's only touchdown and ~~~~e poise of a senior 
Offens~~~Coach Dan Walker says the former~ t -w lst team 
0~ l- ·.pv;.~ 
All 7 A'cln do it all. 11 Coach \'/alker says Dave is going 
to see alot df action and 11 is going to b«;l a veteran in 
j,.., 
a short time,l fh~~~~~~s~a5ui!~I~A~k~s~1-&~l~l~&~i~a~p~ail~~d-8'a?~~~t~l~,~:~;~?~t~e 
a ,; ,, I 2:V -
._ • -~~ ~~- NaP near §K~c 3 @Uti UZ L", 
11 He has a hJck of alot of dea~ee, 11 says Coach Walker, 
year, I understand He played a great ~ last quarter agai. nst 
the Cincinnati Bengals in their last game, This must make you extremely 
pDlllld, 
HALLUM: IN: " It certainly does, 11 
OUT: 11 --and we know he's going to have a real bright future in 
foomrt of him~ 11 
) 
t 
I 9- ~~-70 - !/?EX-/(/ 
I 
I 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS~TY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
(UNPROCESSED 16 mm COLdR FILM ENCLOSED) 
FILM SIL The Morehead State University Eagle, which is always 
COLOR conspicuous on the sidelines of MSU sporting events, 
hae baan bue~ promoting tha aala of hia picture. 
Morehead State University commissioned famed wildlife 
artist Gene Glay to paint the American Bald Eagle which 
is the Univerlity's official symbol. A limited edition 
of prints are being offered to alumni, students and 
friends of the University on a first come, first 
serve basis. All the proceeds go to the the alumni 
scholarship fund to help finance the education of 
deserving stukents. Morehead State's "Eagle" cheerleader 
I 0 0 
spent a recent afternoon "hawkl.ng" pr1nts of himself to 
I 
coeds living in Mignon Hall on the campus. Any 
resemblance bltween artist Gray's Eagle and the motley 
looking, 6'1" bird helping promote the prints is purely 
coincidental. Gray spent several weeks in the wilds of 
Florida to observe Bald Eagles in their natural habitat. 
I 
Most people would agree that his painting is much more 
representativl of the beauty and splendor of the near 
extinct bird. After spending a busy afternoon talking 
with students the "Eagle Cheerleader" found a high spot 
to take-off fJom and retired to his nest located on top 







. . .... -=:·c;·_:O:···· 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC !NFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY . ' 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
.--~ -· _..,. :_ '· -
TELEPHONE: 
.. -
Area Code 606/783-3325 
·-·: . : ·.•·. --~ . ; . 
., ,· 
•• ·The student body at Moreh~ad State University includes 
f 
· ·a number of foreign students from 15 foreign countries. 
F.ILM SIL Among the foreiJn ~tudents is a friendly, intelligent 
.<;:!OLOR 
, .. 
,. ·- --~ 
" . '' ·, ; 
.• 
· .. .. -
. ' . 
I ' young man from Nigeria~ Samuel Adewoye _(Add o wah; e) 
decided to cont~nue. his studies at MoreheaC! State because 
of its reputatidn for an-outstanding school-of education. 
\' 
S.amuel is a teacher back home in Nigeria. The young -I . . 
African is not an exchange student. He came to Morehead 
·state on his oj and, he g-~ve Admissions Director Bill I . 
·Pierce quite a shock when he walked in the official's office 
I 
one day wearing his colorful native garb and announced that 
. I . . 
he had arrived to enroll in school. There is one other 
Nigerian student at MSU but Samuel and his fellow countryman 
have a hard time communicating. Numerous dialects are 
spoken in Nigeria. The two Nigerians are from different 
I 
and cons~quently speak different dialects. "We tribes 
can only talk to each other in English," says Samuel. 
Here are some• observations Samuel has made about life in 
. I 
the United States: 
I 
_ ... I thought everyone in America was affluent. ·I '1!1 surprised 
: · there is so much poverty." 
. - .- ,-
• . ..._· 
. ; ~ - . (more) 
- ~-' - -~- ... 1 
.. . 
' -~ 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL. The Morehead Sfate University Department of Military 
COLOR Science on beJalf of the 4th Infantry Division, , 
today pree=t+ a eehol~ehip to the daughter of 
a soldier kilJed in Vietnam. Twelve year old Virginia 
Senters of Rolte 3, Ashland received a 15 hundred dollar 
scholarship fund certificate to be applied toward a 
college educa,ion. Virginia's father, Staff Sergeant 
Bobby Senters,! was killed in action in Vietnam in 
June of 1966 while serving with the 4th Infantry 
Division. Thll presentation was made by MSU President 
Adron Doran. Dr. Doran said he felt the main purpose 
of the ceremony was to "take a look at the footprints 
of an outstan ing American who gave his life on foreign 
soil in order that his daughter, and the children of 
otherc·Americans might continue to enjoy democracy and 
freedom." j 
The 4th Infan ry Division gives 15 hundred dollars to 
the oldest ch~ld of every soldier killed while serving 
with the diviJion. The money for the scholarships is 
I donated by the men of the famed combat unit. 
1_~ ~- s;-?o-__ .. 
. . . . 
. ··. 
-. 
' .. ~ .. 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION ... ._,_ ·' 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 












on pretty coed Dana Stamper when this picture was 
I snapped, nor was there any "fowl" play involved. 
He was simply "hawking" a print of the MSU Eagle 
being offered to student, faculty, alumni and 
friends of th~ University. The University 
i 
commissioned famed wildlife artist Gene Gray to 
I 
paint the Eagle which is the University's official 
symbol. All broceeds from the sale of a limited 
I 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, ·KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH .,:TAKE HALLUM. (Interviewed by Dale 
. G:eer. ot: the MSU. sport's Infora~ion De~t.) 
The entire interview runs apRroximately 2 Min. 50 Sec. The tape can 
be used in its entirety .or the 3 questions and answers can be used 
separately. ; · .. · . 
QUESTION #1 RUNS APPROXIMATELY 1:05 
GREER: ·· "Coach, your MSU Eajles h~pe ~-~ get on the ~inning track this 
·->·· .·.... . . . :I ...... . 
. :: ·:-' •. -weekend against_Murr~ stat~: ·:~-What.kind _of :a~ -~.t~;ac~ ~o you 
,·.': __ ,, .. _:,.><:_.P· lan against the Racers?" · · .':· · · · · 
HALLUM: IN: 
. I . . .. 
"Well, we're gloing to go back and--" 
OUT: "when we get down in position to score." 
.QUESTION #2 RUNS APPROXIMATElY 45 Sec •. 
I GREER: "The game against Murray will be your first at home. You hear 
·a lot about the home advantage. Just how much difference does 
it make to ·play on your home fiel"d?" 
HALLU!'l: IN: "Well, I think 'it has some advantage--" 
OUT: "--and I know kthis makes you play a little bit better." 
-;--: -=~~::=--.:.:.~~ -~ 5~:-;-s;;: -];~·:;.; 
QUESTION #3 RUNS APPROXIMAT LY 1:00 
. I 
GREER: "Coach, despite the fact that you lost last weekend you had I . -· 
some doggone good performances from some ·of your players. 
I . 
Would you care to cite who J?leased you last week?" 
I . 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, we thought--" 
I 










-~:-r·.: -. I • 
.I. "Amerid~s are a Ivery wa~ and.friendly people. 
easier than people in most ,countries." 
They 
i 
i ./ smile much 
I 
"College is much harder in the u. s. than I expected. 
·. 
$tudents in Nigeria have the misconception that American 
schools are very lax and easy." 
"The Peace Corps is winning mcmy friends for the United 
States in Africa. 'i Many countries give fin~cial aid to 
young African nations but it doesn't mean as much as the 
help and friendsJip of dedicated young Americans." 
"I was disap~oinJed in football. They hardly use their 
. I 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM: (INTERVIEWED BY DALE 
' GREER OF THE MSU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPT.) 
The entire interview runs approximateJ 2:09 minutes. The tape can be used in its entirety or the 
four questions and answers can be used separately. 
QUESTION NO. I. RUNS APPROX!IMATEL Y 25 SECONDS 
GREER: "Coach, after today's scri1mage, how do you feel about your team's progress.? 
What were you happy witli ?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually we mJde a lot of mistakes." 
I 
OUT: "-have a lot to do though." 
I 
QUESTION NO. 2. RUNS APPROX!IMATEL Y 25 SECONDS 
GREER: "What were you unhappy Lth?" 
I 
HALLUM: IN: "Think one of the things we have to do 
OUT: "get their timing down." 
I 
QUESTION NO. 3. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 30 SECONDS 
GREER: "Coach, with the first gamr of the season against a tough Marshall team coming up 
soon, the quarterback position is still up for grabs, is it not?" 
HALLUM: IN: "That's true-" 
OUT: "two of our freshman quarterbacks" 
I 
QUESTION NO.4. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 29 SECONDS 
GREER: "Isn't it pretty difficult fo~ a freshman to come in and take over the quarterback reins?" 
HALLUM: IN: "There's no question lbout lt-" 
. OUT: "get the job done."l 
QUESTION NO.5. RUNS APPROXIMATELY 20 SECONDS 
GREER: "Coach, is it not true that ~e older boys on the team have to look to the quarterback 
for leadership? I guess it 1 p;etty difficult for a freshman to come in and have the old 
vets look up to him as a leader." 
I 
HALLUM: IN: "Yes, I think leadership is something-" 
OUT: "aniEll'e able tom ve the football." 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFOR~L~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
(35 rnrn slide enclosed) 
35 rnrn slide . • . . Steve and Pat Palinkas \·rere the first husband and 
· f k · 1 .I , · t · · f tb 11 d b vll e lC 'u1g comnlna lOn ln oo - a , an may e 
Horehead slate University assistant coach Larry 
Harrnie hopls .that he and "Junior" will be the 
firo t " fa ttar-aon" kinking duo. Coach MmUe w" 
observed giving 1 year old Larry Junior some 
kicking poL<ters at .1-lorehead State's Football 
Press Day. Head Coach Jake Hallum says the 
younger Ha[~1ie 
probably \v n' t 
needs some 11 Seasoningn 
be used this year. 
JJ l'e)(- Tv) 
and 
W'l 11e -TJI? 
wcP(J ;;.r '> """''-'-TV ~ J(t.c. -rv ) 
~· ~., Jf1D-
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
(Unprocessed 16 mm color Film 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
Enclosed) 
FILM SIL Today is "Adron Doran Day" in Kentucky in honor of 
COLOR 
q __ ,,- '71'J 
I . 
the state's mean of act~ve college presidents. 
I 
Governor Louie B. Nunn proclaimed Sept. 1 "Adron 
I Doran Day" to salute the Morehead State University 
I 
president's birthday and his 16 years of service to 
MSU. Presidlnt Doran has been in office longer than 
any other "ttucky college pre"ideot now "erving. 
Morehead State University, the City of Morehead and 
Rowan County saluted President Doran by holding a 
reception iJ his honor. Resolutions were r.ead by 
President o, the Alumni Association, Ted Crosthwaite; 
President o the Student Council, Dudley Hawkey; faculty 
Lloyd Cassity 
of Ashland, representing the MSU Board of Regents. 
President Doran told his well-wishers that he "rejoices 
greatly" in the freedom he has had to administer the 
affairs of the University without "fear of personal or 
political iAtimidation." The Dean of Kentucky college 
presidents lent on to say that he dedicated himself 
I 
"wholeheartedly to the unfinished task which lies ahead 
of us, to db my dead level best, by offering the ex-
periences of the past 16 years as evidence of my srncer£ty 
and total crmmitment to the work of this great University~" 
) 
' - ,_ ' -J 
-\ -- ! 
1 .FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC_INPO&~~TION (RADIO AND TEL~VISION) 
MOREHE/\D STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 - - I 
(FOR RELE/\SE SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1969.) 
Camera • • • • THE OLDEST BUILDING ON 1'HE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CANPUS IS GETTING A 
1.8 MILLION DOLLAR FACE~LIFTING. 
I 
35 mm Slide • .OLD RADER HALL WAS CONSTRUCTED IN 1926 TO SERVE AS A CO~ffiiNATION ADMINIS-
1 
TRATION AND CLASSROOM BUILDING. AT THE TillE, MOREHE/\D WAS A NORMAL SCHOOL. 
THE PICTURESQUE OLD BUIJDING R~~INED UNCHANGED AS MOREHEAD NORMAL SCHOOL -
-1 . 
BECAME A TE/\CHERS COLLEGE--THEN A STATE COLLEGE--AND FINALLY A STATE 
UNIVERSITY IVI1'H CLOSE Td SEVEN THOUSAND STUDENTS. SINCE CONSTRUCTION OF 
- I 
RADER HALL, OVER FIFTY MAJOR STRUCTURES JlJ\VE GONE UP ON THE 422 ACRE 
I -
CAMPUS AT A COST OF MORE Tt~N 50 MILLION DOT..LARS • 
35 mm Slide • • BUT SEVENTEEN MONTHS PRdl1 NO\~, THE ANCIENT BUILDING WILT, BE ONE OF THE 
I 
HOST BEAUTIFUL AND MODERN BUILDINGS AT l10RFJ!E/\D STATE UNIVERSITY. 1'HIS 
I 
IS THE ARCHITECT'S DRAIVING OF \\'HAT RADER IYILL LOOK LIKE APTER 1'HE EXPANSION 
AND RENOVATION. IT WILJ BE 1'HE NEW HOME OF THE SOCIAL-sCIENCES DEPARTMENT 
WHEN IT'S COMPLETED • 
. 
Camera • • • • C. H. JIMISON AND SONS, INC. OF HUNTINGTON, \~EST VIRGINIA, IS G~'NERAL 
CONTRACTOR FOR THE WORK.
1 J~ _$ J~, ~~,a, 
_{5!-V ~· 2- J 6 'I 
- - ' 
-~ -- . -_, 
·. ·•· '~--... 




· 35 MM SLIDE ••. 
CAMERA ••••• 
FROM: OFFICE OF PuBLIC INFORMATION (RADIO AND TELEVISION) 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KE,TUCKY 40351 
. THE LARGEST UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND IN THE STATE OF KENTUCKY BEGAN 
I 
DRILLS AND REHEARSALS THIS WEEK FOR THE 1969 FOOTBALL SEASON. 
. I 
THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND WILL FIELD 192 MUSICIANS, 
26 TWIRLERS (KNOIVN ks mE EAGLETTES); AND OF couRsE A DRUM MAJOR. THE 
I 
MSU BAND IS NOT ONL¥ THE. LARGEST UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND IN. THE STATE--
BUT ONE OF THE LARG~ST IN THE NATION • 
• THE FIRST PERFORMANbE WILL BE AT THE MOREHEAD-MARSHALL GAME TO BE PLAYED 
AT MOREHEAD ON SEPT~fR 20TH. DIRECTOR OF BANDS, DOCTOR ROBERT HAWKINS, 
I : 
SAYS HIS MARCHING MUSICIANS Pr.AN A SPECTACULAR PAGEANTRY COMMEHORATING THE 
MOON LANDING. 
FRmJ. Cl?ICE ~F PUBLIC .UiFOi1H.\TlON 
MO!lS!a'oD STATE tlNiro~llU 
HGE:EHEW1 1!:/lll'UCXY lt0$51 
(.30 F&~,T CP' Fill! PRCj; lt8!.l k! T THIS 1 C!ti?l') 
The st.rtlets m 11 bo!'lards ot }! orohe:.d State tilli verai ty were j~ed 
With cars to~~ sa , ahmen bC!Ignn arrivinii on ea1 pus for t!:le .fall 
FIL!1 sn. •••• • ••. Morehead State is e ecting a record =oor of 1'resb::tn, anci n roeord 
COLOR ~nrollmem thia rUJ.. 'l'ha faot groW1tlg state Uni vsrs 1ty it1 expecting 
between 69 huf1Qr5d ~cl 7 thouea.nd e.turumtrJ. one or tM new co\lds ie 
I 
16 Tli&!' old Chnrlll R cldlo, ciellgnter of Nr. and. Mrs. Billie Riddla or 
VicksbuTg nond in ington. The i'int dey on & Vni vera i ty e~'l\\1 
that a pretA,:r girl h 11 no trouble at all Metin!I p$oplG. And there 
aro al.va,vs plenty of 'bv-ye around to help n new etirl Cll%T7 hor suitcue. 
Charla 13 a 1!169 ~a nate or t!lfay•tte High !:':-chool--!llll! wm major in 
nome econordca at r.s • 
) 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TAPED INTERVIEW WITH MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT ADRON DORAN. 'TAPE . . . I .. . 
RUNS APPROXIMATELY 2 MIN 10 SECONDS. (The President is interviewed by Dale 
I 
Greer of the Office of Public Information at MSU) 
SUGGESTED LEAD INTO TAPE: 
Morehead State University was founded in 1922 as a Normal School for the . 
· training of teachers. It is n~w l State University, and MSU continues to . 
grow at a rapid pace. Pres id!lnt / dron Do; an discusses the expected fall :en-
rollment. 
TAPE: (RUNS APPROX. 2:10) 
IN: "THE 1969-70 FALL SEMESTER" 
OUT: "--UNIVERSITY THIS FALL." 
'(COMPLETE TRANSCRIPT OF TAPE-INTERVIEW ATTACHED) 
·' 
·' 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFOR~IATION 
. MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY · TELEPHONE: 
. ~OREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL ~OACH JAKE HA~LUM: (INTERVIEWED BY DALE 
GREER OF THE MSU SPORTS INFOR I ATION DEPT.) 
The entire interview runs approximately f:09 minutes. The tape can be used in its entirety or the 
four questions and answers can be used separately. _ 
QUESTION NO. l. RUNS APPROX~ATEL Y 25 SECONDS 
GREER: "Coach, after today's scrimfage, how do you feel about your team's progress? . 
What were you happy with?' _ · ·-- · 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually we rna e a lot of mistakes." 
OUT: "-have a lot to do tl ough." 
QUESTION NO.2. RUNS APPRO X j'1ATEL Y 25 SECONDS 
GREER: "What were yon unhappy 'j~th?" . 
HALLUM: IN: "Think one of the thi gs we have to do 
. OUT: "get their timing do vn." 
QUESTION NO.3. RUNS APPROXIi\1ITEL,Y 30 SECONDS 
GREER: "Coach, with the first game of the season against a tough Marshall team coming up 
soon, the quarterback posit on is still up for grabs, is it not?" 
HALLUM: IN: "That's true-" 
OUT: "hvo of our freslrm, · quarterbacl<s" 
QUESTION NO. 4. RUNS APPROXIM TEL Y 29 SECONDS 
GREER: "Isn't it pretty difficult for a freshman to come in and take over the quarterback reins?" ._ 
HALLUM: l.t~: "There's no question about it-"-
OUT: "get the job done." l . 
. QUESTION NO.5. RUNS APPROXIi\I, TELY 20 SECONDS . 
GREER: .. "Coach, is it not true that t~e older boys on the team have to look to the quarterback 
for leadership? I guess it is r.retty difficult for a freshman to come in and have the old 
· vets look up to hini as a leaaer." . 
HALLUM: IN: "Yes, I think leadershi is something-" 
OUT: "and are able to mo e the football." 
GREER: "Thanks, Coach. We've bee 1 talking with Jake Hallum, head football coach at Morehead· 
State University." 
11//1/111111 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORHATION 
·HOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
HOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
(TRANSCRIPT OF TAPED INTERVIB~ WITH HSU PRESIDENT ADRON DORAN) 
f OPENS: "The 1969-70 Fall Semester at Horehead State University will get undenvay 
Sunday, September 14; when freshmen arrive on campus. President Adron Doran, 
how many students are expe ted to enroll at Norehead State University for the 
fall semester?" 
DR. DORAN: 11\~ell Dale, of course it 1 s most difficult to tie down the exact number of 
QUES. #2: 
DR. DORAN: 
people who will enroll, bu on the basis of our enrollment last fall when 1ve 
had 6200 students, we thinr we can well expect 6800 or 7000 students. And 
on the basis of advance applications and advanced registration and dormitory 
assignments, we think we wfll have a minimum of 6800 and a maximum of 7000, 
"Dr. Doran, maybe there are some students who just made up their minds to 
enter: college this falL ts it too late for these students to enroll in 
Horehead State UniversityT 
"I think this is very impltant to the students listening to this broadcast 
because there are many st dents who do not knmv until the last hour that 
' . 
they ltre going to be a·ble to finance an education or whether they can leave .. , 










delighted to inform the p our region that we do have a number of 
places left for students ,ho want to enroll nmv. The classes are not crowded; 
the pnysical facilities irl our academic buildings are. not taxed; and we open 
I , 
two new dormitories this fall. We'll have room for both men and women in our 
housing facilities, and ol new cafeterias in the Alumni Tower and the 
Univ~rsity Center will bo1h be completed and open .... so in answer to your 
question, yes, we have openings and we hope we will not have to turn away 
any student who wants to Jnroll in Horehead State University this fall. 11 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
(35 mm slide enclosed) 
35 mm slide • • • • Steve and Pat Palinkas were the first husband and 
. f k" kl. mb" t" . f tb 11 d b Wl e 1c 1ng co 1na 1on 1n oo a , an may e 
Morehead State University assistant coach Larry 
Marmie he>pes that he and "Junior" will 
first "flther-son" kicking duo. Coach 
be the 
Marmie was 
observed giving 1 year old Larry Junior some 
kicking jointers at Morehead State's Football 
Press Day. Head Coach Jake Hallum says the 
younger larmie needs ~orne "seasoning" and 









OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSIITY 




Area Code 606/783-3325 
(35 mrn slide enclosed) 
35 mrn slide . A new vista in technical education is coming 
~ 
·' 
to Morehead State University. A 3 million 
dollar Ap alachian Technical Institute will 
be constructed on the MSU campus starting late 
this year. This is an artist's concept of the 
institute which will be. financed jointly by the 
Appalachian Regional Commission and the university. 
It includes technical education on the graduate, 
four-year, two-year and high school levels. 
Morehead State President Adron Doran hails the 
institute as a "significant breakthrough" in 
technical education for Eastern Kentucky and 
the rest of Appalachia. 
, . -.. ; ··:·:·····"·_,-__ -·--t'6f-~..:. ·a·----·--:-- .. ,_,_:--·,~-·.-_.,._, ____ -._ 
· · · ·· · / rs;?/61 · ·· ~; 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORHATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
CAMERA •••.•••••••• REGISTTU\TION FOR THE FALL SEMESTER AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
BEGINS TOMORR0\-1. ' ' 
FILM SIL •.••.••••• FRESID!EN ARRIVED ON TilE HSU CAMPUS YESTERDAY. -"THE NEI'i STUDENTS 
COLOR AND TI!EIR PARENT \·iERE GUESTS AT A RECEPTION HOSTED BY PRESIDENT 
AND MRS. ADRON RAN. DOCTOR DORAN IS BEGINNING HIS SIXTEENTH 
YEAR AS PRESIDEN OF MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. HE HAS SERVED 
LONGER TlfAN ANY CENTUCKY UNIVERSITY OR COLLEGE PRESIDENT N0\-1 
IN OFFICE. TilE NIVERSITY IS EXPECTING AN ENROLLNENT OF BETWEEN 
68 HUJ:·HlRED AND 7 THOUSAND FOR THE FALL SEHESTER. l1'l!EN DOCTOR 
DORAN BECAME PRESIDENT IN 1954, MOREHEAD WAS A STATE COLLEGE 
\HTH AN ENROLLMJlT OF 697. SINCE THAT TIME, MORE THA~ 50 
MILLION DOLLARS ~N CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION HAS TAKEN PLACE ON THE . 
::::::~IT:N:O~:J::E:R::I:~~:T::::N~:I:::::R:::P~:::::::Dp:::::M 
TO MEET THE NEE S OF A RAPIDLY GRO\-IING ENROLLMENT. 
-·- . 
' . 
' .· ,:.. 
~ t. :· . /. . .' 
'. . --~-,: ~:;,' -_~_<· __ : :.: ::. :· __ -. ·' 
··.'.' .:- ... _- _,_ . ' 
) 
' 
FROM: OFFICE OF S? ORTSINFORMAT 'ON 
(INTERVIEW 1HTH HEAD FOOTBALL OACH JAKE HALLUM • ._,...S1'Ktlt COACH HALLUM IS 
INTERVIE\oJED BY DALE GREER OF THE SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT) 
ENTIRE INTERVIEW ID NS : ;;2 ; <f 1 
( There are 3 separate questions I • 
If you 
wu? 
do not ds · e to use the mnt"re interview, the tape is edited so any of 
' 
the 3 questions and answers can easily be lifted,) 
qf· 
RUNS:./: o1 QUESTION # 1 
GREER: 11 Coach Jake Hallum, s turday your }Iorehead State University Eagles 
will open the season against a tough Marshall University team that 
some of the ~ sportswriters are calling one of 
the best independenJ teams in the nation. How are you preparing 
. I 
for this big test o4 your 1970 Eagles? 
HALL~: IN: 11 Well our plans lor this week are 
oUT: 11 --and trying to stop them from moving the football. 11 
QUESTION# 2 RUNS: t;'.t" 4'' 
GREER: 11 COACH, the season's here and yolll!:'re still not sure who y~u are going 
to start at quart~rbadk, am I right?" 
HALLUM: ~nl\~ell, actually no--L- 11 
OU~: 11 He'll be back id there battling them also." 
QUESTION # 3 IUNS: ~ 6 ~ 
GREER: 11 Coach, one of your f players, 1st team little All America Dave 
Haverdick is doing p etty well with the DetDoit Lions and has a 
pretty good chance o sticking aad making thE it with the Lions this 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMA~ION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI~ 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
'7- I 7-7a 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
(INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL CH JAKE HALLUM. COACH HALLUM IS 
INTERVIEWED BY DALE GREER OF T SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT) 
ENTIRE INTERVIEW RUNS 2:47 
(There are 3 separate questions. If you do not wish to use the 
entire interview, the tape is edited so any of the 3 questions 
and answers can easily be lifte~.) 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 1:07 
GREER: "Coach Jake Hallum, Satu day your Morehead State University 
HALLUM: 
Eagles will open the sea on against a tough Marshall University 
tewm that eome of the aptrtawritera are oalling one of the 
best independent teams i~ the nation. How are you preparing 
for this big test of youi 1970 Eagles? " 
IN: "Well our plans for this week are --" 
OUT: "---and trying to Jtop them from moving the football." 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 45 Seconds 
GREER: "Coach, the season's here and you're still not sure who you are 
. I 
going to start at quarte:oback, am I right?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually nd---". 
OUT: "He' 11 be back in .iere battling them also." 
(more) 
. ' 
·-------- -~- ~~, .. ~­ 
-· ~ ·. ,-
___ L 
Hallum-interview 2222222 
1 QUESTION #3 (RUNS: 55 Seconds 
GREER: "Coach, one of your former players, 1st- team Little All America 
Dave Haverdick is doing Jretty well with the Detroit Lions and has 
a pretty good chance of Jticking and making it with the Lions this 
year. ' undecetand he played a gceat laet guacter agai:et the 
Cincinnati Bengals in th ir last game. This must make you extremely 
I 
proud." 
HALLUM: IN: "It certainly does." 
OUT: "--and we know he's going to have a real bright future in 




hallum interview 2222222 I 
I 
Kentucky Universit), also nationally ranked-their coach was 
fquoted as saying Mokehead State was the best team they played 
~; ~ . I 
all year." Do you think Morehead just gelled a little too 
late? . 
..... 
"' HALLUM: · IN: ·•·we· definitely think we have a real fine.. football team--". 
I ~-
OUT: "extremely prbud that we could have a winning season." 
QUESTWN #4 RUNS ' 3 5 oeco+ 
GREER: Coach Hallum, this may be a little premature but what abou~ · 
next season? How Jany young men wi.ll be graduating off of 
this team, and who Lill be back next year? 
HALLUM: IN: Saturday we started preparing for 
next year--" 
OUT: "One of the contenders for the championship in the Ohio 
Valley Conference." 
QUESTION #5 RUNS: 50 seconds 
I 
HALLUM: IN: 
do you lose off of this year's team, Coach Hallum? 
"Well; ~e losl our kicker John Clark" 
GREER: Who 
OUT: "a real fine football tea.'ll.·" 
GREER: Coach Jake Hallum, congratulations on a winning season in 
1970 and good luck in the 1971 campaign. 
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Enclosed are 35 mm slides o 
the 1970 edition of the Mor 
some key players and the coach of·-:-·· .-' · · 
. - ' 
head State University football team •. 
We have slides of every pla er on the Morehead roster and we will 
be sending you regular rele ses, tapes, slides and film of our 
MSU Eagles throughout the s ason. If you wish to have a slide 
of a specific member of tbe team, or. if you want a film story 
on ru1y individual-contact u and let us_ know what you want and 
we'll get it right out to y·u. We are one of the few state 
schools to have people in slorts information \vho deal specifically 
with radio and television s ations, and we are here to serve you. 
Please don't hesitate to ca 1 on us. 
We appreciate the 
the past. 'I'hanks 
Sincerely, 
.. () - ol-





u have given 
ooperation. 
our football program in 




Jd WJ/1:%. J-1#~ ¥ !l;f7"Jo 
OFFICE OF!PU¥LIC INFORMAT ON 
MOREHEAD STA'ii:'E UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL •••• Morehead State bniversity President Adron Doran 
::·::::::0: :~: ~:0::: ... ::::-:.":::d·:::· 
well known wild!life artist Gene Gray who was 
commissioned b~ Morehead State University to paint the 
bald eagle as tbe University's official symbol. Gray 
epeot eeveral.:reka in <he wilda of Florida atudying 
the eagle in 1ls natural habitat in preparation for 
the work. A limited edition of two thousand copies 
of the paintinJ is being sold to alumni, students, 
faculty and frjend• of <he Univereity on a firet 
come, first se,ve basis. Financing of the project 
was handled th1ough the MSU Alumni Association and 
no state funds were involved. The proceeds will go 
to the alumni ,cholarship fund to help deserving 
students finance their education. Governor Nunn 
said he thoughJ the idea of commissioning the artist 
to paint a s~ol for the University and giving the 
funds to the alumni scholarship fund was "tremendous." 
He called the 1' reject "very worthwhile." Gray is one 
of the nation' most popular wildlife artists and a 
number of his rints are already collectors items.//// 
FROM: ·OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFOru~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCI<Y 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL • . • • Morehead State President Adron Doran 
presented a of ·the MSU American Bald Eagle 
to Governor Nunn today. Also on hand was 
well known wild ife artist Gene Gray who was 
commissioned by Morehead State University to paint the 
bald eagle as e University's official symbol. Gray 
spent several eks in the \vilds of Florida studying 
the eagle in natural habitat in preparation for 
the work. A ited edition of two thousand copies 
of the_ painting is-being sold to alumni, students, 
faculty and nds of the University on a first 
come, first e basis. Financing of the project 
was handled the MSU Alumni Association and 
no state funds vere involved. The proceeds \vil"l go 
to the alumni scholarship fund to help deserving 
students financ their education. Governor Nunn 
said he thought the idea of commissioning the artist 
to paint 1 for the University and giving the 
funds to mni scholarship fund was "tremendous." 
He called the p oject "very worthwhile." Gray is qne 
of the nation's-most popular wildlife artists and a 
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OF SPORTS INFORMATI N 
MOREHEAP STATE UNIVERSITY 




Area Code 606/783-3325 
Interview with Head Football Coac Jake Hallum. Coach Hallum is 
Greer of the Sports Information Department. interviewed by Dale 
Entire Interview runs: 2 Minutes 15 Seconds 
(There are 3 separate questions. 
interview, the tape is edited so 
can easily be lifted.) 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 50 Seconds 
If you do not wish to use the entire 
any of the 3 questions and answers 
GREER: "Coach, your Morehead St e University Eagles lost the opener· 
to a good Marshall University team. As a result of that, what 
are you going to be conce trating on this week to get ready 
for Middle Tennessee?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually we ave several phases of our game---" 
OUT: "--in defensing their offense." 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: . 25 Seconds 
GREER: "Coach,· _what offensive c~anges do you plan against Middle?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually riJ~t now--" 
OUT: "get our pass offe se down a little bit better." 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 1 Minute 
GREER: "Coach Hallum, Morehead eat Middle Tennessee last year,-but 
Middle has a new coach, What do you know about the type of 
football that Coach Bill Peck likes to play?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually th only thing we know--" 
OUT: "--we're going to ork hard this week in preparation for 
the game." 
' . 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INF9RMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: . . I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
WEEKLY INTERVIEW WITH HEAD 100TBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM. INTERVIEWED 
BY DALE GREER OF THE MSU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT. 
(5 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. JAPE CAN BE USED IN ENTIRETY OR ANY OF . . I 
THE QUESTIONS CAN EASILY BE LIFTED FOR USE) 
ENTIRE TAPE RUNS: .4:21 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 50 seco~ds 
Hallum, (YOUr GREER: Coach Jake Morehead State University Eagles 
beat arch-rival Eastern Kentucky University Saturday, knocking 
Eastern out of the Lhio Valley Conference championship and out 
of a possible bowl Jid. This is the second year in a row that 
your Eagles have downed the Colonels. I was in the Morehead 
you would have thought 
your Eagles had jus won the national championship. The win 
over Eastern must have been very important to your young Eagles? 
HALLUM: IN: "Certainly, nleedless to say--" 
OUT: "--delighted lour s-eniors were able to- go out as winners." 
QUESTION __ #2 RUNS : 1: 05 ___ [
0 GREER: Who would you like cite off your Morehead State team for 
HALLUM: 
outstanding play in that win over Eastern, Coach? 
IN: 
OUT: 
"Well, I think it was a team effort-~"­
"--more th'an _\anything ·else." 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 1:01 
GREER: Coach, your Eagles eat a nationally ranked team Saturday-
Eastern Kentucky- the team that won the OVC, Western 
., 
... ~, .. 
··. ·_q- a l-7tJ 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
, MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
L 
Ih:terview with Head Football coa h Jake Hallum. coach Hallum is 
-~.....!· 
interviewed by Dale Greer of the Sports Information Department. 
Entire Interview runs: 2 Minute 15 Seconds 
(There are 3 separate questions. 
interview, the tape is edited so 
can easily be lifted.) 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 50 Seconds 
If you do not wish to use the entire 
any of the 3 questions and answers 
GREER: "Coach, your Morehead St _te University Eagles lost the opener 
to a good Marahall Univejaity team. Aa a reault of that, what 
are you going to be concentrating on this week to get ready 
for Middle Tennessee?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually we have several phases of our game---" 
OUT: "--in defensing th ir offense." 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 25 Seconds 
GREER: "Coach,· what offensive c anges do you plan against Middle?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually ri ht now--" 
OUT:· "get our paaa off+e do= a little bit better." 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 1 Minute _I 
GREER: "Coach Hallum, Morehead neat Middle Tennessee last year, but 
Middle has a new coach.. Vlhat do you know about the type of 
football. that Coach Bill Peck likes to play?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, actually th only thing we know--" 
OUT: "--we're going to hard this week in preparation for 
the game." 
.,- .. ~ ... ,., 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERStrTY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 401.51 Area Code 606/783-3325 
NOTICE: THE AWARD WILL NOT B~ ANNOUN9El;LUNT:j:~_llUNJ:)l~x_.__]i'LEASJ<: DO NOT~------­
USE UNTIL SUNDAY OR AFTER. 
- I 
16 MM UNPROCESSED FILM ENCLOSED 
.CAMERA •••••••• Moreh~d S..;+Univmity ~d a Frank£ort architectural 
firm have developed a winning combination for the third 
straight yearl. 
FILM SIL ••••••• An addition tl the Baird Music Hall on the MSU campus 
has been recobnized for design excellence by the· 
Kentucky Socibty of Architects. It was the third pre-
sentation to rorehead State and the firm of Lee Potter 
COLOR 
Smith, Pritchett, Huggand Carte~Incorporated of Frankfort. 
The jury of prominent architects, who selected the award 
winners, noted that the three-story structure was built 
across a smalll creek. The architects said the Morehead 
building is "~nique i~-the clever involvement of an 
existing creek ·that challenged both the building and 
the architec)'s innovative ability." The 1.3 million 
.doll~r Morehea~ structure includes a 400-seat recital 
hall and varilous music rehearsal .:i:ooms and offices. 
The building's stairwells are separately enclosed, 
. another uniq~e feature. Morehead State University is 
'the only Kenb~cky institution to win three straight 
awards. 




msu basketball 2222222 • •. - " 
5. Conf"ey #22 • · • • 
6. Wharton #20 
• 7-. Abel #24 . . . 
8. Cress #12 ••• 
9. King #14 ••• 
CAMERA •••• 
The biggest question mark is at guard but Coach Harrell 
says Eddie··conley, who shoots well, has improved his 
ball handling lnd speed. 
Vic Wharton mote-s up from the freshman team and the 6-1 
Wharton could l~e a lot of action at guard. 
Another freshmL moving up is Bubba Abel. Abel is 
6 feet tall.an1 could get the job done. Another 
freshman movin~ up to varsity is 6-3 Ike Unseld, a 
brother of pro star wes Unseld. Ike is 6-3 - a good 
size for a guard· 
A newcomer to he squad, Gary Cre~s could see quite a 
bit of action lt a guard position. Cress, a 6-3 junior, 
I 
came to MSU last year to play baseball. 
6-2 jun,or ~·rf.Xing.ahowed f>aahea of bri>liariOe >aaf 
season but J.s a questJ.on mark following off-seas·on knee 
surgery • 
• Junior college transfer Ray Wilkerson could also see a 
lot of action after he learns Coach Harrell's system of 
play. Coach Hlrrell hopes for an improve~ent over the 
surprising 19GJ-70 · recoi:d of 13-11 but doe·s not expect 
miracles from jhe .sophomore. domina~ed squad. Non-
conference foe for Morehead state include St. Peters, 
Seton Hall, We Texas State and Miami of Florida. The 
young MSU Eagl will also participate in the Queen City 
tournamen:t in New York along with Drake,' -Niaga-r.a 




. -- --~-- -~· ... ·:... 
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wt-~X~ Tt/ FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMtTION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI~ TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
(UNP~OCESSED 16 mm COLOt FILM ENCLOSED) 
FILM SIL •••• The Morehead State University Eagle, which is always 
COLOR conspicuous ol the sidelines of MSU sporting events, , . 
has been busy promoting the sale of his picture. 
Morehead Stat, University commissioned ~amed wildlife 
artist Gene GJay to paint the American Bald Eagle which 
is the Univer ity's official symbol. A limited edition 
of prints are being offered to alumni, students and 
friends of th] University on a first come, first 
serve basis. All the proceeds go to the the alumni 
scholarship fJnd to help finance the education of 
deserving stu ents. Morehead State's "Eagle" cheerleader 
spent a recen afternoon "hav1king" prints of himself to 
coeds Mignon Hall on the campus. Any 
resemblance be ween artist Gray's Eagle and the motley 
.looking, 6'1" ~ird helping promote. the prints is purely 
coincidental. I Gray spent several weeks in the wilds of 
Florida to observe Bald Eagles in their natural habitat. 
Most people woLld agree that his painting is much more 
representative of the beauty and splendor of the near 
extinct bird. After spending a busy afternoon talking 
with students, the "Eagle Cheerleader" found a high spot 
to take-off fr m and retired to his nest located on top 
of the press b x at Morehead State's Breathitt Sports 
Center •. 
-.-- --~. --~:7fV'" 7-~:-~;;;p~~~~-·'·"-------''---'-- -~--~'-'""" 
FROM: OFFICE 0 F PUBLIC INFORMATION 
, • I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREH,J;:AD, KENTUCKY 4035~ Area Code .606/783-3325 
Fn.M S>L. • • The Moreh:ad Jate Uhiveroity Department of MHitary 
COLOR S·c~ence on behallf ~ of the 4th Infantry Division, 
.. 
I 
today presented a scholarship to the daughter bf 
a soldier killJd in Vietnam. Twelve yea~ old Virginia . . . I 
Senters of Route 3, Ashland received a 15 hundred dollar 
sCholarship fujd certificate to be applied toward a 
college educat~on. Virginia's father,_ Staff Sergeant 
Bobby Senters, !wl as killed in action in Vietnam in 
June of 1966 w~ile serving with the 4th Infantry 
I . . . 
Division. The iresentation was made by MSU President 
Adron Doran. r· Doran said he felt the main purpose 
of the ceremon lwas to "take a look at the footprints 
of an outstandi g American who gave his life on foreign 
soil in order ~at his daughter, and the children of. 
other Americans might continue to enjoy democracy and 
·--=-==-=--?- .:. 
freedom." 
The 4th InfantrL Division gives 15 hundred dollars to 
the oldest chilld of every soldier killed while serving 
with the division. The money for the scholarships is 
donated by the en of the.famed combat unit. 
FROI1: OFFICE OF SPORI'S INFOPJ-I.ATION 
I . 
MOREHEAD STATE UNiv~RSITY 
-----------·-------·----- -- ----
•' 
FILM SIL •••••••• It Has a gr1at 
the Eagles ,Jon 
Tech 31 to ~0~ 
Homecoming at I'iorehead State University as 
COLOR 
>. 
. ;f ·. 
----~--
their fourth in a row, do1ming Tennessee 
Pretty Tommie \~'hitman of Galion, Ohio 
Has crmmed homecoming queen during halftime ceremonies. 
Horehead State University President Adron Doran and Hrs. . - I . 
. --------·- . 
Doran presented the 1970 Queen to large number of alumni, 
students an~ fans in Breatthit Sports Center Stadium. 
1-Iorehead Staters homecoming 1v-as billed as 11 Kentucky's 
Greatest coJJs ~iate i'leekend11 and a great weekend it has 
been. Al Hi~t appeared in ~oncert las~ nisht and the 
Glen Miller Orchestra provided the music for the 
Homecoming Dance ( saturday night). Also entertaining 
at the homecoming dance Has the Morehead State Stage Band. 
HSU' s stage and recently received a Hrite-up in NeH Yorl!::el 
Hagazine citing them for their exceptional talent. 
A large numb r of alumni returned to the campus f.or the 
gala homecoming Heekend. 
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FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO TION 
MOF<f'HEAD STATE UN!VER ITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4' 351 
I . 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
(Unprocessed 16 rnm Co or Film Enclosed) 
FILM SIL Today is "Ad~on Doran Day" in Kentucky in honor of 
the state's lean of active college presidents. 
Governor Lou~e B. Nunn proclaimed Sept. 1 "Adron 
Dor~n Day'' tl salute the Morehead State University 
preeid~t'e tirtbday and hie 16 yeare of eervioe tn 
MSU. Presidint Doran has been in office longer than 
any other Kertucky college president now serving. 
COLOR 
' . 
Morehead Sta e University, the City of Morehead and 
Rowan County saluted President Doran by holding a 
reception in his honor. Resolutions were read by 
President of the Alumni Associ<:tion, Ted Crosth>~ai te; 
President of the Student Council, Dudley Hawkey; faculty 
representati
1
e, Dr. William Exelbirt; and Lloyd Cassity 
of Ashland, tepresenting the MSU Board of Regents. 
President Dolan told his well-wishers that he ~·rejoices 
greatly" in lhe freedom he has had to administer the 
affairs of the University without "fear of personal or 
political inlimidation." The Dean of Kentucky college 
presidents w nt on to say that he dedicated himself 
"wholehearte ly to the unfinished task which lies ahead 
of us, to do my dead level best, by offering the ex-
periences of the past 16 years as evidence of· my stnceri-ty 




·w/.-.£><1 Wft'//f"wl3L-~ WII/JI. I/J5/{2- We t/5 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMAfl'ION /;f/;ft/_l: wi/,.f 5; u) K,Y ./, 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSIT TEL~PHONE: / 0L 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
35 mm slide •••• The Morehead State University Eagle wasn't preying 
on pretty co d Dana Stamper when this picture was 
snapped, nor was there any "fowl" play involved. 
He was simpl "hawking" a print of the MSU Eagle 
being offere to student, faculty, alumni and 
friends of t e University. The University 
commissioned famed wildlife artist Gene Gray to 
paint the Ea le which is the University's official 
symbol. All proceeds from the sale of a limited 
edition of prints will go to the Alumni Scholarship 
Fund. 
/ 
FROM: OF SPORTS INFOR TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS•TY TELEPHONE: 
' MO~{i!EAD, KENTUCKY 403 1 Area Code 606/783-3325 
INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL 
Greer of the MSU Sports Info 
OACH JAKE HALLUM. (Interviewed, by Dale 
ation Dept.) 
The entire interview runs app oximately 2 Min. 50 Sec. The tape can 
be used in its entirety or thi 3 questions and answers can be used 
separately. 
QUESTION #1 RUNS APPROXIMATE Y 1:05 
I 
GREER: "Coach, your MSU Eag es hope to g,et on the winning track this 
weekend against Murr y State. What kind of an attack do you 
plan against the Rae rs?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, we're g' ing to go back and--" 
OUT: "when we get d wn in position to score." 
QUESTION #2 RUNS APPROXIMATE Y 45 Sec. 
GREER: "The game against 1-!urr y will be your first at home. You hear 
a lot about the home advantage. Just how much difference does 
it make to play on y ur home field?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, I think it has some advantage--" 
OUT: "--and I know his makes you play a little bit better." 
QUESTION #3 RUNS APPROXIMAT LY 1:00 
GREER: 
HALLUM: 
"Coach, despite the act that you lost last weekend you had 
some doggone good performances from some of your pl~yers. 
"""ld you care to c+ who pleaeed you laat week>" 
IN: "Well, we thou ht--" 





OFFjCE oF s:o:E :FlTl~ fl V ~·-T ~' : c;,; 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: . 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area. Code 606/783-3325 
UNtROCESSED ~OLOR FILl ENCLOSED). j. -,·' 
. • • .Morehead StaJe University has some outstanding football 
.. 
players from the Lo]lisville area; including :Ron Gathright 
. ',• 
·of Thoma~ Je1ferson High and Mark .Sheehan and Clint 
Walker from ouisville Trinity. There's another young 
man from the Louisville area who is one of the most · 
FILM SIL 
important members of the MSU football program--but . · 
~~ances are jood that you've never heard his name before • 






Valley High School. Jerry is an assistant trainer for 
Morehead StaJe's football team and he's c~nsidered one 
of the best tudent trainers to come along in quite 
awhile. Jer y was head trainer for Valley High athletic 
teams for 3 Jears, and he's the first student trainer at 
Morehead State to receive athletic aid. Coach Jake 
I 
Hallum says Jerry is worth every penny of aid he receives. 
coach Hallum says Jerry is a "dedicated, consd.'e"bt-rous 
individual. He has a ~enuine concern for his job and 
_.works real hard." 
· .. , 
'·,. .· ' .::' 
: 
-'. 
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.. 
Hallum interview 2222222 -. 
HALLUM:IN: "Well actually I think this was the key to the game--" 
~ OUT: "--·and keep our football team improving." 
GREER: Incidentally coach, I don't thlnk you mentioned this in 
·talking about Baldridge. Th three interceptions _by Baldridge 
.• 
_is a school record. . .
·' . ... 
'. ·. 
QUESTION #4 RUNS: 
"GREER: 'Coach; your 




. ' . 
is with Austin Peay, and you'll have to 
play that one away from home ·How will you prepare this week for the 
game with Austin Peay? 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, this aga n has been a real sore .. spot--" 
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FROM: OFFICE ·oF SPORTS INFORMATION 
. I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVE~SITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area ~ode 606/783-3325 
Taped injerview with Head Flotball Coach Jake Hallum. Interviewed by 
Dale Greer of the MSU Sport! Informatiqn Department. Entire enterview 
runs 3:16. Tape can be used in its entirety or any of the 
questions and answers .can e sily be lifted for use. '· 
-.; - : .. - ':.. . 
~· . - '• . ' • • . - ,!t" ' 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 25 Sec. .·. 
. - .- ·, ' . 
GREER: Coach Jake Hallum, your 
it all together against MurJay 
Morehead State University Eagles got 
·,· ·-. 
State University and stunned the 
Racers 24 to 7. As if I di 't know, how do you feel about that 
..... :.-
big win over Murray? ' . ·. ·. ,•' 
HALLUM:IN: "We knew it was a big must game for us---" 
OUT: "-and played a eal fine football game against Murray." 
.• 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 36 Sec. ·-
GREER: Coach, 18 year old fr shman quarterback from Toledo, Ohio 
Dave ;chaetzke c~e into hislown against Murray State and provided 
the explosive spark that fin lly got Morehead State's offense rolling. 
I 
·It looks· like your problem of .finding a quarterback that can get the 
job done is finally settled. 
HALLUM:IN: "Well, Dave had a :r:eal good game--" 
OUT: ·."--certainly ho e that he' 11 continue to improve." 
QUESTION #3 RUNS·: 1 Min. 5 Sec. 
GREER: Coach, we've talked :Jout the great offensive game your Eagles 
played •• but we haven't talk d about the defense yet. we had a great 
defensive game too and especially our defensive secondary. Who would 




FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC.INFOfMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERPTY TELEPHONE: ' 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA • • • The tw=ty-fiL a.:. •• , K=tucky ch-er of co-ree 
Governot•a Ta}r waa in Morehead today. 
FILM SIL ••• Over a hundred business and industrial leaders from 
. I 
COLOR throughout the state were taken on a tour of Morehead 
and Morehea~ ktate University. Local officials and 
•' ··. 
.. . , 
·. 
officials of he University met the Governor's 
entourage at he University Golf Course just east of 
Morehead and carded the bus for a 45 minute tour of 
the area. Molehead State University, is of course, 
Morehead • a =f t f-ua attraction =d the tour ended 
with a luncheon in the Adron Doran University Center 
on the MSU c I pus. Speaking at the luncheon was 
Kentucky Ch::rer of Commerce president John Acree, Jr. 
of Louisvillel Welcoming the group was Mrs: Adro; 
. . I 
Doran, wife o Morehead Stat~ University President 
Adron Doran, d Mayor of Morehead, William Layne. 
Entertainment was provided by the MSU Stage Band. 
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FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC -INFO~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVER ITY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA ••• 
FILM SIL . . . . 
COLOR 
The twenty-fifth annual Kentucky Chamber of Commerce 
Governor's Tolr was ~h Morehead today • 
Over a hundrel business and industrial leaders from 
I throughout the state were taken on a tour of Morehead 
- I 
and Morehead tate University. Local officials and ___ _ 
officials of he University met the Governor's 
entourage at he University Golf Course just east of 
Morehead and oarded the bus for a 45 minute tour of 
the area. Molehead State University, is of course, 
I -
Morehead's most famous attraction and the tour ended 
with a lunchebn in the Adron Doran University Center 
on the MSU cJmpus. Speaking at the luncheon was 
Kentucky chamler of Commerce president John Acree, Jr. 
of Loui•vill~. Weloaming the gioup wa• Mr•: Adron 
Doran, wife of Morehead State University President 
Adron Doran, and Mayor of Morehead, William Layne. 
Entertainment was provided by the MSU Stage Band. 
--
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INF RMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVE SITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4 351 
TELEPHONE: 




.The American rald Eagle is the official symb?l on U.S. 
currency so ehgles in armored cars is a commonplace 
event. l 
.But the armor d car that arrived at Morehead State 
University Friday afternoon was carrying only one 
Ealge, and it would take a lot of the green stuff 
with an eagle engraved on it to match it in value. 
Morehead Stat recently commissioned famed wildlife 
artist Gene G ay to do a painting of the regal bird. 
The eagle has long been the University's official 
symbol. The aluable painting, which will hang 
somewhere on e MSU campus, arrived in an armored 
car from Lexi gton Friday and was handed over to 
University of icials. A limited edition of prints 
of the painti g are being offered to friends and 
alumni of Mor head State on a first come-first 
plus $2 for mailii 
serve basis. The prints sell for 25 dollars/and all 
proceeds go t the Alumni Scholarship Fund. Among 
those greetin] the armored car were Dr. Harry Mayhew, 
and Ron Barke] of the Alumni Affairs office and 






FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFOR TIO 
; 6-1 o-7 o 
FILM SIL ••...• Eastern Kentuck University President Robert Martin was 
COLOR honored at More ead State University monday night for his 
support of alu ni associations at state universities and 
colleges. . ... -~~·..,-- .... ·--·-·· The Joint Alumni Council 
of Kentucky paid tribute to Dr. Martin during ~ a dinnerneef~ 
~f the organizat"on. Dr. Harry Mayhew, Director of Alumni 
Affairs at Moreh ad State ~ current President of the Joint 
Alumni Council. The Council also paid tribute to another 
of its founders ith a memorial resolution for M.o. Wrather, 
Executive Vice President of Murray State University, who died 
last september. Morehead State University President Adron 
Doran euoligiz d the late educator as 11 a dedicated and 
distinguished se vant of higher education. 11 \'lrather was the 
Council's first president. The resolution was presented to 
his widow, Mrs. 
from ~C.. eight s 
illie Hrather. Alumni officials and adminstratc 
ate supported colleges and Universities are 
attending the me ting at Morehead State. The Joint Alumni 
Council of Kentu ky is a cooperative organization designed to 
improve'alumni fairs at the state-supported institutions. 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INlfORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MORE~AD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
----INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALrl COACH JAI<E.HALLUM';·--(Coach·Hallum is- ----
interviewed by Dale Greer of the Sports Information Dept. J. 
--~:tire interview runs: 3 ~~dutes -- . ---------- --~--- ----·---
(Interview can be used in ijs entirety or cuts c~· easily ~e lifted 
from the tape) l 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 55 secon s 
GREER: "Coach Jake Hallum,lyour Morehead State University Eagles 
picked up their second strai ht victory last weekend-downing Austin 
I Peay 24 to 6 in an Ohio Valley Conference game. The first thing we're 
going to ask you is to give hredit where credit is-due. -Who played---
big roles in the win over Auitin Peay?" 
-- . ----~-
HALLUM.: .. IN : "We felt that our defensive team--" 
OUT: "we are-~real jleased that we won the- football game7'•=----:-::=-= 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 50 seconds 
GREER: "Coach, your praisejof the defensive unit is an understatement. 
They are playing magnificent y. Against Murray, they he~d th·e· Racers 
.to a minus 12 yards -in the f"rst half-and then they he~d Austin~~Peay"·to 
a minus -24 yards in the firs half. It seenis as if the loss of an 
All-America tackle and some other seasoned defensive veterans didn't 
hurt you .as much as you expec ed this season." 
HALLUM: IN: "Well anytime ou lose guys like Dave Haverdick--" 
OUT: "--I think is_ a big consideration also;" 
--------------'-----1----- ·-----·-·-·---- -'-------
··more) 
··' "·"coach hallum interview 2222212 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 50 seconls 
GREER: "Coach, your freshmL quarterback D~ve Schaetzke continues 
to play like a seasoned vete an--but some of the Monday morning 
quarterbacks are saying that if they were coaching they would move 
Schaetzke to a running back osition because of his great running 
ability. What do you think f that suggestion?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, of cou 'se the thing about quarterback--" 
OUT: "we're real p eased with the way he's progressed." 
QUESTION #4 RUNS: 30 secon s 
_GREER: "Coach, this is rea ly the difference between a mediocre 
quarterback and a really goo quarterback-is it not-the ability to 
run the option?" 
HALLUM: IN: "I think so--' 
OUT: "as well as w like." 
QUESTION #5 RUNS: 35 secon·s 
' 
GREER: "Coach, next week y ur Morehead State University Eagles take 
on Fairmont State and you'll be back at home for that game. Now what 
about this Fairmont State te ?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, Fairmo-t is a real big team--" 
OUT: "--our encoun er with Fairmont State." 
GREER: "Thanks for talking with us coach. We've been talking with 
Morehead State University He d Football Coach Jake Hallum." 
,. 
' 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INF 
MOREHEAD S.TATE UNIVE 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4 
TELEPHONE': 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM. (Coach Hallum is 
interviewed by Dale Greer of the Sports Information Dept.) 
Entire interview runs: 3 min 
(Interview can be used in it entirety or cuts can easily be lifted 
from the tape) 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 55 secon s 
GREER: "Coach Jake Hallum, your Morehead State University Eagles 
picked up their second strai ht victory last weekend-downing Austin 
Peay 24 to 6 in an Ohio Vall y Conference game. The first thing we're 
going to ask you is to give redit where credit is due. Who played 
big roles in the win over Au Peay?" 
HALLUM: IN: "We felt that our defensive team--" 
OUT: "we are real leased that we won the football game." 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 50 secon s 
GREER: "Coach, your praise of the defensive unit is an understatement. 
They are playing magnificent y. Against Murray, they held the Racers 
to a minus 12 yards in the flrst half and then they held Austin Peay to 
a minus 24 yards in the firsl half. It seems as if the loss of an 
All-America tackle and some lther seasoned defensive veterans didn't 
hurt you as much as you expe ted this season." 
HALLUM: IN: "Well anytime you lose guys like Dave Haverdick--" 







FROM:-OFFICLOF.SPORTS INFORMATT Nr-------------,TE"'LE"""'P"'HO"'NE"""': _____ _ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY area code 606/783-3325 
___ MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
35 MM SLIDE . 
CAMERA • • 
Former St0newal Jackson High School football standout 
Harry "Sugar Bejr" Lji1es has been named Ohio Valley 
Conference "def nsive player of the week." The Morehead 
State Universit junior linebacker was credited with 
eight tackles, .six assists, a fumble recovery, and 
breaking up fou passes as Morehead State downed Austin 
Peay 24-6. 
Official OVG st1 is tics show Morehead State as the looll 's 
best defensive ~earn, allowing opponents an average of 
only 169.2 yards per game-93.2 on the ground and 76 in the 
air. The Eagles are now in third place in the Ohio Valley 
Conference with a 2-1 OVC record. 
-~-----·-·----~ ---
t 
msu ba~ketball 2222222 
S.Conley #22 ••• The biggest qu stion mark is at guard but Coach Harrell 
I 
says Eddie Con ey, who shoots well, has improved his 
ball handling d speed. 
6. Wharton #20 •• ~ic Wharton rna up from the freshman team and the 6-1 
7. Abel #24 • • • Another freshm moving up is Bubba Abel. Abel is 
6 feet tall and could get the job done. Another 
freshman moving up to varsity is 6-3 Ike Unseld, a 
brother of pro tar Wes Unseld. Ike is 6-3 - a good 
size for a guar 
<8. Cress #12 • • • A newcomer to Gary Cress,could see quite a 
bit of action a a guard position. Cress, a 6-3 junior, 
came to MSU las year to play baseball. 
9. King #14 • • • 6-2 junior King showed flashes of brilliance last 
CAMERA • • .•• 
season but uestion mark following off-season knee 
surgery • 
. Junior college t ansfer Ray Wilkerson could also see a 
>ot of action affar ha >earna Coach Harra>>'a aystam of 
play. Coach"Har ell hopes for an improvement over the 
surprising 1969- 0 record of 13-11 but does not expect 
miracles from th sophomore dominated squad. Non-
conference foes or Morehead state include St. Peters, 
Seton Hall, West Texas State and Miami of Florida. The 
young MSU Eagles ill also participate in the Queen City 
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FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC 
FILM SIL •••.•.. 
COLOR from the 
for the 
ef Fort 
State University~ (Kentucky) coeds 
innati area are among eleven beauties vying . 
of IJISU Homeqoming Queen. Linda Racke (Rack': 
and Debbie Blackburn of Bethel, Ohio ~ 
both hope t reign over what is being billed as 
11 Kentucky's t Collegiate Weekend. 11 The festivities 
begin fr , October 23 when famed trumpeteer Al Hirt 
appears in oncert. The Homecoming Queen will be crowned 
during half time ceremonies at the Morehead State-TennesseE 
Tech game 9.fternoon. -iliit A large number of' 
Morehead State U.alumni the United States are expected to 
mater for tit homecoming weekend. :beturn to 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVE ITY. TELEPHONE: . I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40 51 Area Code 606/783--3325 
F~'S>J- .. 
. -·· 
Morehead Stat~ University coeds from 
the Huntin[ton area received congratulations from 
friends on the campus after being named finalists 
for the ti~le of Homecoming Queen. Sharon Watts 
of Ft. Thoras, Mari Tru Lowdenback of Greenup, 
Sally McClhl re of Wurtland, and Diane McCleese of 
Vanceburg all are hoping to reign over what is 
being bill,ed as "Kentucky's Greatest Collegiate 
Weekend." The festivities get underway Friday, 
October 23 when Al Hirt appears in concert • 
The homeco ing queen will be crowned during 
halftime:lremonies at the Morehead State-
Tennessee ech game Saturday afternoon. A 
record n er of alumni are expected to return 
to the Mo1ehead State campus for_homecoming 
·weekend./;{ 
------_./ 
- ----- ------ - ----------·--- --- --------- -------------- ------· 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFOR TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
UNPROCESSED COLOR.FILM 
FILM SIL . . 
COLOR 
.Pretty Tommie Wh'tman of Galion (Ohio)receives the 
congratulations df friends on the campus of Morehead 
State University after being named a finalist for the 
• title of 1970 Hojecoming Queen. Tommie is one of 
eleven girls who bope to reign over what is being 
billed as "Kentuc y' s Greatest Collegiate Weekend." 
The festivities elude an appearance by Al Hirt. 
A record number of alumni are expected to return 
to Morehead State for the homecoming celebration 
which begins on 0 tober 23./// 
. - - " ~· -· 
... 
/ 
. ---- ----· ~------..-., --- ~ ---- ~--- --- --------~-- ·- -----------·--
"FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403 1 
UNPROCESSED COLOR FILM 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL . . . Talented and po. ular Liza Palas of Lakeland (Fla.) 
COLOR is congratulatef by friends on the campus of 
Morehead State-hniversity in Kentucky a~ter being 
named a finalisl for the title of 1970 Homecoming 
Queen. Liza iz[a zeninr majnrinq in muzic. WiiToinq 
acclaim is noth ng new for the lovely Florida lass. 
She was named a finalist in the Miss Morehead State 
University cont st last year. Liza sings with the 
MSU Stage Band 
college "jazz" 
lhich is considered one of the best 
~roups in the u.s. The band rece~tly 
received a write up in New Yorker magazine. Liza is 
also a song writ r and often sings her own compositions 
when entertainin Eleven Morehead State coeds are 
hoping to reign -ver what is billed as "Kentucky's 





FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI· TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 1 Area Code 606/783-3325 
UNPROCESSED COLOR FILM 
---FILM SIL 
·COLOR 
• .• • .•. Pretty Terri Wi liams of Dayton spent a busy day on 
the Morehead St[te University campus receiving 
congratulations from her friends after being selected 
,.t!'i; 
as a finalist i the Homecoming Queen vote. Eleven 
girls are vying for the right to reign over what is 
being billed as "Kentucky's .Greatest Collegiate 
Weekend." Winn · ng acclaim ·is nothing new for the 
was a finalist ast year in the Miss Morehead State 
University cant st. 
all over the uJ ted 
A·record number of alumni from 
States are expected to return 
to Morehead St e for homecoming weekend which gets 
-· · -- underway Frida October 23 when Al Hir.t appears in 
concert./// 
~--- ----- --~- -----------------
toJts-{'1.o 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 




.Two Morehead St te University (Kentucky) coeds from 
the Cincinnati a ea are among eleven beauties vying 
for the title oflMSU Homecoming Queen. Linda Racke 
(Rack' ie) of Fo t Thomas and Debbie Blackburn of 
Bethel, Ohio bo~ hope to reign over what is being 
billed as "Kentulky's Greatest Collegiate Weekend." 
The festivities ~egin Friday, October 23 when famed 
~rompeteer Al Hi1t appeara in concert. The hnmecoming 
queen· will be crowned during halftime ceremonies at the 
Morehead State-TJnnes~ee Tech game Saturday afternoon. 
I 
A large number o~ Morehead State University alumni -from 
--all over the Uni Jed States are expected to return to 
their alma mater for homecoming weekend~/// 
- -------· ---- -~ --------- "'·~---.,.. ----------------------:------------:----- -- . 
• 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC I.:~l..TIOO 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERqiTY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
10 I I? {70 
TELEPHONEi 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
UNPROCESSED COLOR FILM 
FILM SIL • 
COLOR 
·, 
Three lovely orehead State University coeds received 
the congratul tions of MSU President Adron Doran after 
being named f~n~lists for the title of Homeco~ing Queen. 
President norJn-told Liza Palas of Richmond, Mona Watts 
of Harlan and Mari Tru Loudenback of Cynthiana that 
he would be pJoud to _crown any ~f the .three of them 
homecoming qujen •. Eleven beauties are hoping to reign 
over what is JJieing billed as "Kentucky's Greatest 
Collegiate We end." The festivities get underway 
Friday night, !October 23 when Al Hirt appears in 
concert. The , omecoming queen will be crowned during 
and Tennessee ech Saturday afternoon, October 24. A 
record number of alumni are expected to return to the 
Morehead State campus for homecoming weekend./// 
• 
----- --------;--- ---- •. ----. -- ' -- --- -----------------.-----··---------------------- ---------~~---__ , ___ _ 
F_ROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO TION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNI'VERSI· TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035' Area Code 606/783~3325 
----UNPROCESSED COLOR FILM 
FILM SIL 
.COLOR 
.Pretty Morehead rtate University coed Bev Woods of 
Louisville, was jobbed by her friends on campus- after 
they learned tha~ she had been selected as a finalist 
for the title of homecoming queen. Eleven beauties are 
hoping to ver the gala homecoming festivities 
which get unde ay Friday, October 23 when A1 Hirt 
appeara in oonc1:t· ·A recnrd number nf alumni are 
expected to retul n to the Morehead State campus for 
homecoming weekend. Louisville's representative for 
homecoming quee I is a graduate of Fairdale High School./ I I 
--
--.--- - _, ____ ---~---=----~----------- -------------
.? J ·FR;~, OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO .. TION (o- 1q-7o. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI Y 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA • . . . 
·-- ~------_ _..,_ ______ -------· 
.Morehead State University held its basketball press day 
Saturday as pr ctice opened for ·the 1970-71 basketball 
season. Coach Bill Harrell starts his second season as 
head coach at ~orehead State and he faces a demanding 
schedule with J young but ambitious squad. Gone are 
floor leader now a graduate assistant 
coach at MSU d Ron Gathright. 
FILM SIL • • • Returning is st season's great scoring ace, 6-8 Jim 
Day. The senior forward averaged 22 points and 11 
!.Day-Jersey #35 • rebounds a game and was a unanimous All-Ohio Valley 
Conference sele tion. 
12.Hueseman #30. Filling the oth r forward post will be either Jerry 
Hueseman who av raged 8.8 points a game last year, or----
3 .Alonzo Cole #23 .• Alonzo Cole who stands 6-8 and weighs 220 pounds. Cole 
I 
averaged 16.5 p ints and 14.5 rebounds per game for the 
Eagle fresh. 
~.Woolever #33 Manning t~e cen er post will probably be 6-11 Royce 
Woolever, a sop omore who did not play last season. 
Woolever is alm st as wide as he is tall and his size 
and strength sh uld make him extremely tough under the 
basket. 
-- -~ ~--- - ,-~--,. 
(more) 
~--·--------------- .--- --·-------'-----·-__..:_-
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 
;o~ j_ac_.?o 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
Weekly interview with Head Football Coach Jake Hallum. (Hallum is 
interviewed by Dale Greer oft e Public Information Department.) 
TAPE RUNS: 3 minutes 8 second 
(Tape can be used in entirety r any. of _the _3_ .questions can easily. be 
lifted for use·) 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 1 minute seconds 
-•--. L. 
.GREER: "Coach Jake Hal:j_um, Morehead State University Eagles dmvned 
Fairmont State 27-7 weekend and your Eagles have now won 
three in a row. ould you cite for good performances in that 
win? 11 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, it seemed like it took us a long time to get started--" 
OUT: "--we are real roud that we won the football game." 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 25 secondsl 
GREER: "Coach, you said Harr~ Lyles did a good job. That is probably an 
understatement. He d"d a great job. Would you say that he was 
_probably the best per ormer of the game?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, he certai ly would be recognized as--" 
OUT: "he just played tremendous football game." 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 53 seconds 
GREER: "Next week is homecom"ng at Morehead State University, Coach 
Hallum; and your Eagl s meet a tough Tennessee Tech team. What 
about this 
HALLUM: IN: "This 
Tennessee fech team?" 
is an exce~tionally big team--" 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO 
35 MM SLIDE •••• Former Stonew 11 Jackson High School football standout 
CAMERA •.•••• 
Harry 11 Sugar Bear" Lyles has been named Ohio Valley 
Conference " efensive player of the week" .: 1 1thtx The 
Morehead Stat University junior linebacker was credited 




passes as Morehead State downed 
show Morhead State as the loop's 
' best defensiv team, allov1ing opponents an average of only 
169.2 yards p game-93.2 on the ground and 76 in the air, 
The Eagles third place in the Ohio Valley 
Conference a 2-1 OVC record. 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351' 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
: 
UNPROCESSED 16 MM COLOR FILM ENCLOSED 




Saturday as practice opened for the 1970-71 basketball 
season. Coach Bill Harrell starts his second season as 
head coach at Morehead State and he faces a demanding 
schedule with a young but ambitious squad. Gone are 
floor leader Bobby Hiles, now a graduate assistant 
i 
coach at MSU an~ Ron Gathright. 
Returning is last season's great scoring ace, 6-8 Jim 
Day. The senior forward averaged 22 points and 11 
I 
' l.Day-Jersey #35 • rebounds a game and was a unanimous All-Ohio Valley 
' 
Conference selection. 
·,2 .Hueseman #30. • Filling the oth\:!r forward post will be either Jerry 
Hueseman who av~raged 8.8 points a game last year, or----
' 
3.Alonzo Cole #23 •• Alonzo Cole whol stands 6-8 and weighs 220 pounds. Cole 
averaged 16.5 pbints and 14.5 rebounds per game for the 
\ 
Eagle fresh. 





sophomore who did not play last season. 
almbst as wide as he is tall and his size 
shluld make him extremely tough under the 
(more) 
.. 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
Weekly interview with Head Football Coach Jake Hallum. (Hallum is 
I 
interviewed by Dale Greer of the Public Information Department.) 
TAPE RUNS: 2 minutes 40 sec~nds 
(Tape can be used in entiret~ or 
be lifted for use) 
any of the three questions can easily 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 1 minute 
GREER: "Coach, your·Morehead State University Eagles lost to an 
undefeated Western Kentucky team last weekend--but your 
Eagles were in the ballgame all the way. In fact, the 
Western quarterback said that Morehead State was the best 
and the toughest team they had faced all year. I know the 
loss is a big disappointment, but you can be very proud of 
your fine football t;eam." 
HALLUM: IN: "We certainly are proud--" 
OUT: "We possibly ccluld have won the football game." 
I 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 45 seconds 
i 
GREER: "Coach, the game with Western was a "bruising" one. Western 1 s 
I 
I 
football team reports that they are pretty battered up after 
the gridiron battle ~ith your Eagles. How about injuries on 
the Morehead State. team?" 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, we didn 1 t have any serious injuries--" 
OUT: "--in trying to 1 do so. " 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 55 second~ 
I GREER: "Coach, next week, yc:mr Morehead State University Eagles travel 
to East Tennessee·tolplay the defending Ohio Valley Conference 
champions. What abo t this East Tennessee team?" 
I 
,r 
hallum interview 2222222 
Kentucky University, also nationally ranked-their coach was 
/quoted as saying Morehead State was the best team they played 
.... ,. 1.. 
> 
all year. Do you think Morehead just gelled a little too 
late?-
··~ 
HALLUM: IN: "We> definitely think we have a real fine. football team--" 
~-
OUT: "extremely proud that we could have a winning season." 
QUESTION #4 RUNS: 35 seconds 
GREER: Coach Hallum, this may be a little premature but what about 
next season? How many young menWLll be graduating off of 
this team, and who will be back next year? 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, right after Saturday we started preparing for 
next year--" 
OUT: "One of the contenders for the championship in the Ohio 
Valley Conference." 
QUESTION #5 RUNS: 50 seconds 
GREER: Who do you lose off of this year's t~am, Coach Hallum? 
HALLUM: IN: "Well; we lose. our kicker John Clark" 
OUT: "a real fine football team." 
I 
GREER: Coach Jake Hallum, congratulations on a winning se.ason in 
1970 and good luck in the 1971 campaign. 
HALLUM: "Thank you very much." 
####. 
1!- J!- 70 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
WEEKLY INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM. INTERVIEWED 
BY DALE GREER OF THE MSU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT. 
(3 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. TAPE CAN BE RUN IN ITS ENTIRETY 
OR ANY OF THE 3 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS CAN BE LIFTED FOR USE.) 
QUESTION # 1 
GREER: "Coach, it seems that your Morehead State University Eagles 
are moving the football---statistic wise they had more 
:, ya:fdage than Western and East Tennessee, their last two 
opponents. And yet they've ended up on the short end of 
the score in both games. It seems your Eagles just aren't 
getting the breaks." 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, I think this has--" 




· GREER: "Coach, the Ohio Valley Conference race is still wide open. 
Any predictions about who's going to end up on top?" 
HALLUM: IN: "No, not really--" 
' I 
I 
OUT: "--our game in Richmond two weeks hence." 
QUESTION # 3 
GREER: 
HALLUM: 
"Coach, this week your Morehead State University Eagles 
meet Kentucky State and you'll be back at home for that 
State Team?" game. What aboutlthis Kentucky 
IN: "Well, Ky. Stite has a real big team--" 
OUT: "--at Morehead this week. 
FROM: 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL 
I 
The Morehead State University varsity basketball team 
COLOR barely slipped by the Eagle fresh in a benefit game 
Monday night played for the Marshall University 
Memorial Fund. The varsity, led by all conference 
forward Jim Day, beat the freshman team 90 to 84. The 
fans were pleased with the performance of the varsity and 
thrilled by the performance of what could be the greatest 
freshman team'iri the history of Morehead State basketball. 
The fresh team includes six all-staters, including two 
high school All Americans. The two All-Americans, 
Leonard Coulter of Danville High School and Howard 
Wallen of Johnson Central, were the top guns for the 
baby Eagles. Also shining for the freshman squad was 
Shelby County High School product Lowell Ashby. Almost 
700 dollars was collected for the Memorial Fund set up 
in the wake of the air tragedy which took the lives of 
"1 
the Marshall University football team. The Morehead 
State University varsity and freshman teams will meet 
again Saturday night in a benefit game at Danville 
High School. 
. I 
/l-1!-70 ,-,-1) "~ ~</~-'~ -· . 
FROM:. OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
' '• 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
I 
·I 
_,- '? ~ 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
- . 
~WEEKLY INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM • INTERVIEWED 
• > __ 
BY DALE GREER OF THE MSU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT. 
(3 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. TAPE CAN BE RUN IN ITS ENTIRETY . 
OR ANY OF THE 3 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS CAN BE LIFTED FOR USE.) 
QUESTION # 1 
GREER: "Coach, it seems that your Morehead State University Eagles 
are moving the football---statistic wise they had more 
··i yardage than Western and East Tennessee, their last two 
' opponents. And yet they've ended up on the short end of 
the score in both games. It seems your Eagles just aren't 
getting the breaks." 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, I think this has--" 
OUT: "--and get t~e job done." 
QUESTION # 2 . . 
·GREER: "Coach, the Ohio Valley Conference rac.e is still wide open. · 
\. 
Any predictions about who's going to end up on top?" 
HALLUM: IN: "No, not real!ly--" 
OUT: "--our game in Richmond two weeks hence." 
QUESTION # 3 
GREER: 
HALLUM: 
. ' ' 
"Coach! this week your Morehead state University _Eagles 
meet Kentucky state and you'll 
game. What abouf this Kent~cky 
IN: "Well; Ky. State has a real 
. . I 
OUT: "--at Morehead this week. 
I 






hallum interview 2222222 
QUESTION #3 Cont. 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, this is certainly a formidable opponent." 








OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO~TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403 151 Area Code 606/783-3325 
I 
WEEKLY INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM. INTERVIEWED BY 
I 
DALE GREER OF THE MSU SPORTS [NFORMATION DEPARTMENT. 
I 
(4 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. TAPE CAN BE -uSED IN ENTIRETY OR ANY OF THE 
I 
QUESTIONS CAN EASILY BE LIFTED FOR USE) 
! ENTIRE TAPE RUNS : 2:15 
QUESTION #1 RUNS : ~ 5 s.econds 
Greer: "Coach Jake Hallum, this is the week of the big one. Your 
Morehead State University Eagles meet arch rival Eastern 





I "Well, Dale, needless to say--" 
OUT: "They just havJ a fine football team." 
I 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 25 seconds' 
' 
Greer: "Coach, is your team healthy?" 
I 
Hallum: IN: "Well, we are lairly healthy--" 
OUT: "in fairly good physical condition." 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 30 seconds\ 
Greer: "Your Eagles beat Eastern soundly last season at home, but 
this year you have to1 face Eastern on their home ground. 
·. 
Does this make a diffkrence?" 
" Hallum: IN: "I'm sure the hlme field has some bearing 
OUT: "We think it's loing to be one heck of a football game." 
QUESTION #4 RUNS: 45 secondsl 
Greer: "The 'Morehead State-E stern game is always one of the biggest 
games of the season iA this region,coach. Do you do anything 
(more) 
hallum 2222222 ___ .. •. ·:? 





"No Dale, we JUst try to go back--" 
I 




' ' i i 
'\i<ROM' OFFICE OF SPORTS !)ORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNI1VERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KY. 40351 
l(-70 
Enclosed is the weekly taped intervi~w with Head Basketball Coach Bill Harrell. Harrell discusses 
the upcoming game with Murray on Jan. 3 and the game with Austin Peay on Jan. 5. Coach 
Harrell also discusses each ballplayer bn the Morehead team. 
The tape can be used in its entirety.or. cuts can be used separately. 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TEJ;,EPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL The Morehead State University varsity basketball team 
COLOR barely slipped by the Eagle frosh in a·benefit game 
Monday night played for the Marshall University 
Memorial FUnd. The varsity, led by all conference 
·.forward Jim Day, beat" the freshman team 90 to 84. The 
fans were pleased with the performance of the varsity and 
thrilled by the performance of what could be the greatest 
freshman team in the history of Morehead State basketball. 
The frosh team includes six all-staters, including two 
high school All Americans. The two All-Americans, 
Leonard Coulter of Danville High School and Howard 
Wallen of Johnson Central, were the top guns for the 
baby Eagles. Also shining for the freshman squad was 
Shelby county High School product Lowell Ashby. Almost 
.700 dollars was collected for the Memorial Fund set up 
. . 
in the wake of the air tragedy which took the lives of 
the Marshall University football team. The Morehead 
State· Univer~ity varsity and freshman teams will meet 
again 
. I . 
Saturday night in a benefit game at Danville 
High ·school. 
) 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
WEEKLY INTERVIEW WITH HEAD tooTBALL COACH JAKE HALLuM. INTERVIEWED 
BY DALE GREER OF THE MSU SP¢RTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT. 
(5 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. TAPE CAN BE USED IN ENTIRETY OR ANY OF· 
THE QUESTIONS CAN EASILY BE LIFTED FOR USE) 
ENTIRE TAPE RUNS: 4:21 .. 
QUESTION #1 RUNS: 50 seconds 
GREER: Coach Jake Hallum, your Morehead State University Eagles 
beat arch-rival Eastern Kentucky University Saturday, knocking 
Eastern out of the Ohio Valley Conference championship and out 
of a possible bowl bid. This is the second year in a row that 
your Eagles have downed the Colonels. I was in the Morehead 
State dressing room after the game and you would have thought 
your Eagles had just won the national championship. The win 
over Eastern must have been very important to your young Eagles? 
HALLUM: IN: · "Certainly, needless to say--" 
OUT: "--delighted our seniors were able to go out as winners. •• 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 1:05 
GREER: Who would you like to cite off your Morehead State team for 
outstanding play in that win over Eastern, Coach? 
I 
HALLUM: IN: "Well, -I think it was a team effort--" 
OUT: "--more than anything else." 
I QUESTION #3 RUNS: 1:01 
GREER! Coach, your Eagles beat a nationally ranked team saturday-
.Eastern Kentucky-and the team that won the OVC, Western 
I 
hallum 2222222 -· 
~·--·· .. _ .. 
differently to get ready to face Eastern?" 
Hallum: IN: "No Dale, we just try to go back--" 






. . ' 
. ' 
. MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .-.. ·. ·--
... , MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
~~' TELEPHONE : 
. . ·_.Ar~a <;:ode 606/783-3325 
~ I• ., ' •' .._.,, - -'-".- ·- _· 
WEEKLY INTERVIEW WITH HEAD FOOTBALL COACH JAKE HALLUM. INTERVIEWED BY 
.DALE GREER OF THE MSU SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT. 
··' - i. 
-(4 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. TAPE CAN BE ·usED IN ENTIRETY OR 
QUESTIONS CAN EASILY BE LIFTED FOR USE) 
ENTIRE TAPE RUNS : 2 :15 






ANY OF THE 
Greer: "Coach Jake Hallum, this is the week of th~ big one. Your 
... Morehead State University Eagles meet arch rival Eastern 
Kentucky University this weekend. ~at 'about this Eastern 
team? 11 
I 
·Hallum: IN: "Well, Dale, needless to say--" 
'· . .. 
, ... OUT: "They just have a fine football team." 
QUESTION #2 RUNS: 25 seconds 
Greer:/ "Coach, is your team healthy?" 
/ 
Hallum: IN: _"Well, we are fairly healthy--" 
OUT:· "in fairly-good physical conditi,on." 
.,_ 
QUESTION #3 RUNS: 30. seconds 
Greer: "Your Eagles beat Eastern soundly last season at home, but 
this year you have to face Eastern on their home ground. 
' ·. 
Does this make a dif-ference?" 
I 
\ . 
Hallum: IN: "I'm sure the home field has some bearing " • 
. . 
OUT: "We think it's going to be one heck of a football game." ... 
i 
_QUESTION #4 RUNS: 45 seconds ·- ~ 
.. --·· 
... - . -·· '.-.. ,• t 
.Gre-er: ... "The-Morehead State-Eastern game is.always one of the biggest t .. -.-. . . . . .. I 
. -· .. - . . . . . 
::-:< .'· · .... ~ .·games of the season in this ·region,coach. Do you do anything 
: ·. -. ., .. ·., '' _.. - -. •""' - . - . ·. - . -.. ' . 
'. . ~ ~- " -·. ' 
I 




FILM SITJ, ..... . Morehead State University held its annual fo~ball 
COLOR 
' 
I banquet mlnday night and junior linebacker Harry 
11 Sugar Be:ar" Lyles was recognized as the Eagle's 
I 
most valu,ble gridder of 1970, Lyles was also awarded 
a trophy as the team's best defensive player. 
I . 
Other trophies went to Gary Shirk, 
' I 
Ron Li ttlej, Ray Mulroy, Ed Mignery, Randy Couch, 
Tom Jarvis and Larry Baldridge, 
M~U President Adron Doran presented t~am members with 
I a photograph of the win~ing field goal in the season 
ending 16-13win over Eastern Kentucky. Principal speaker 
1vas quarteirback Sam Wyche, 
Head Coachl Jake Hallum 1 s Morehe.ad '3tate Eagles finished 




FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI1TY TELEPHONE: 




The Kentucky Association for Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation~ wound up its fall conference at .Morehead 
State University Saturday. 
A>oong the act+tiee ie a "Dance Secti= Worbhop• 
being conducted by Nona Schurman. Miss Schurman 
taught at Indilna State University and has worked 
with Humphries and Waldeman Dance company. The 
workshops are being conducted in the Laughlin 
. . I 
Health Bu1ld1ng on the Morehead State campus. 
I 
I 
I Dr. Ann Uhler of Eastern Kentucky University was 
i ' 
I 
named president-elect. Dr. Uhler takes office 
in January. Je 500 member organization includes 
administrators and teachers from universities, 
colleges and secondary schools. Dr. Rex Chaney 
I 





n .... -'7- /1 I 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL ••••••••• Art students at Morehead State University are hold-
COLOR ing 
[ 
their annual Christmas Student Art Sale. The 
I 
art works of a number~of Morehead State art students 
I 
are on display. The students hold the annual sale 
in order tolraise money for art supplies and to 
finance their vacation break. The art is reasonably 
priced and Jould be a good investment for someone. 
One confideJt young man told a prospective buyer, ' 
I "I'm going to be famous some day and then you won't 
I 
I be able to ~uy one of my paintings for ten dollars." 
The art is being exhibited in the galleries of the 
Claypool-Yojng Art Building on the MSU campus. The 
I 




r 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on Fridayr and 
I 








FROM: OFFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
FILM SIL 
COLOR 
It's all wqrk and no play for most Morehead State 
I 
University students this week as they bone up for 
final exams. The fall semester ends Saturday, 
December 19, the earliest fall closing in the 
history of MSU. Previously the fall semester 
began in mi.d September and ended late in January 
after the students returned from Christmas holiday •. 
It should b~ a good vacation for the more than 
6 thousand MSU students because they will have 
the semester completed and won't have to be 
concerned with exams and research papers. Regis-
tration for the spring semester opens January 11 




FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
I 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA • • ••• The School 
University 
of Social Sciences at Morehead State I . 
Jill be getting a beautiful, ultra-
' I 
modern home :when the spring semester opens January 11. 
FILM S~L • . • • But Rader Hall, which will house the School of Social 
COLOR 
35 mm slide . 
(slide of old 
building) 
Sciences, is anything but ~ Believe it or not, 
this buildiJg is the oldest building on the Morehead 
·State UniveJsity campus. Erected in 1926, it originally 
served as a ~ombination classroom and administration 
building. The building has been given a 1. 8 million 
dollar facel~fting. 
For those wh~ might not be able to appreciate the 
change, hereiis the way the building looked before 
i 
renovation began last spring.// 
(ENCLOSED IS UNPROCESSED 16 MMICOLOR FILM PLUS A 35 MM COLOR SLIDE OF 
I 
THE BUILDING BEFORE RENOVATION) 
I 
! 
FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFO~MATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
' MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
CAMERA ••••. The New Year traditionally rings out the old and rings 
I 
in the new. J 




is the inst~tution's oldest building. The structure, 
built in 192
1
6, has been undergoing a 1.8 million dollar 
renovation. This is how Rader Hall looked before work 
began last spring. 
I 
35 rom slide • And this is how the building now looks after the major 
I 
(new building - facelifting.; The School of Social Sciences at Morehead 
archi teet' s State will bl moving into the old, but ultra modern, 
! 
building when the spring semester begins January 11. drawing) 
(TWO ·35 MM SLIDES ENCLOSED) 
